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Hare Krishnas scuffle with BSU Administration-
by JOO)'Howard
The University News
East met West last week in the
Boise State University quad when
" the Festival of India displayed its
culture and religion on campus.
The festival, promoted as a
dance troupe and cultural experi-
ence, came to Boise State Septem-
ber 5 and 6 through the efforts of
Arun and Rekha Gupta, local op-
erators of theBhaktivedanta Bhakti
Yoga Center.
"My goal is to make this an
annual event, just like Basque
Days," said Anm Gupta.
The festival comprises a travel-
ing exhibit by Harinam Festivals,
which originates in Utah and trav-
els throughout theU.S. and parts of
Canada during the summer, .said
Gupta.
Difficulties arose for the Guptas
in making arrangements to sell food
and solicit funds in the quad, both of
which are against campus regula-
tions unless a waiver is, obtained
from Marriott Food Services and
BSUgunme'n blasi, pigeons at Bronco stadium
bJ' Lisa Krepel
The UniVersIty News
Boise State allegedly car-
ried out 8 mass execution of pi-
geons at Bronco Stadium over the
weekend of July 28-29.
A BSUofficialwhospoke
on condition of anonymity said
maintenance workers at the stadium
shot approximately 40 pigeons on
Saturday evening.
"The University paid over-
time to some guys and they came
over the weekend and shot the pi-
geons. They drove around in an
electric car and shot-them," the
official said.
The pigeons were th-en
reportedly placed in a garbage can
for disposal.
James B. Littlefield, who
is in charge of janitorial work in the
stadium, denied he was involved in
the shooting.
"No, I wasn't involved.
We'll get in and remove nests, but
we didn't shoot the birds," Little-
field said.
Littlefield is contracted
with the university to clean up the
stadium after games and other
events.
Sergeant Dave
Stittsworth, who over-
sees campus security,
said liis office was noti-
fied by the athletic de-
partment that pigeon re-
moval would happen
during the weekend in
question.
"Herb Criner
(Assistant Athletic Di-
rector)caIled prior to
that weekend to tell us
they woUld capture and
move the pigeons,"
Stiusworth said
the vice president of Student Af-
fairs.
Since no student organization
sponsored the group, some or.the
guidelines seemed hard to meet,
according to Gupta. Student Body
President Eric Love stepped in to
assist the festival by offering his
endorsement
Associate Yice President of Fi-
nance AI Hooten explained that the
group did not communicate clearly
what they were going to do. "All
physical plant grounds requests
come through this office," he said.
"We get some weird requests. We
have to find out what the reality is."
, Administrative Assistant Marsha
Hale agreed, "Suppose someonegot
food poisoning. Where would the
responsibility lie?"
_ She added that the group
claimed to have received a waiver
from Food Services 10 sell the food,
and "when I called, Bruce Turner
said he had told them 'no'."
Gupta, agreeing that there were
misunderstandings, obtained the
Continuedon back-page
When first contacted,
Criner denied having contacted
Campus Security or directing the
pigeon shOOL
"No we didn't order the
removal," Criner said. Criner would
not deny that the shooting happened,
however.
"I can't guarantee he (lit-
tlefield) didn't shoot them," Criner
said.
"I ordered cleaning up of
the nests and the crap," Criner said.
Criner altered his com-
ments when contacted a second time
for additional information.
"I alert them (Campus
Security) that people will be work-
ing at the stadium later than usual,"
Criner said.
"People are exaggerating
what happened with the removal.
Rumors are getting way out of
Human Resource Management Association will be meeting Sept. II,
at 6: 15 p.m. in the Business Building, room 310.
hand," Criner said. Sierra Club meeting SepL 13, at 7:30 p.m, at the Benchmark's new
Boise Code 6-4-1 prohib- location (625 Vista Ave.) Guest Charles Ray will give a presentation
its discharge of firearms within citY and slide show on "Mining: An Environmental Perspective." This
limits. University property, how- meeting is free and the public is invited.
ever, does not fall under city juris-
diction due to its status as state Student International Meditation Society will be held fustFriday of the
property. State code does not make month, 2:45 p.m., fourth floor Library orin conference room. Also Tai
reference. to. campus property in Chi meetings-classes available. Contact Nanette 336-5483.
particular.
State Board of Education Campus Crusade for Christ, Friday Night Live. 7:00 p.m. Business
attorney Bradley HaIl said he did Bldg., room 1(>2. Contact Tom Waller 343-6811.
not know of any law pertaining 10
situations like this. BSU Chapter of the Boise Coalition for Central America will have its
"Maybe this is an area .first meeting Sept, 13, 3:00 p.m, in the Library, room 237. Contact
that's not covered," Hall said. Deanah Messenger 384-9263.
The university contracts
with the AdaCounty Police Depart- BSU Student YWCA will be meeting in room 210 of the Vocational
ment for campus security needs, Techincal Building, September 12, and September 26 from 11:30 to
according to Boise State Associate 12:30. Bring a friend and a lunch! iVice President of Finance AI. L:.;:.:.:..:.:....::.:.::.~:.:.::. --J
Hooten.
Hooten said the university
paid roughly $211,300 to Ada
Continued on back page
Social science departments split
by Jody' Howard
The University News
thought it would," said Plew, and
sociology Chair Martin Scheffer
agreed. Yet both had hoped the
three departments could separate
long ago.
"We were thrown together, not
by our own design, but because we
were what was left over," said
Scheffer. "We saw the department
as a holding operation until we
could make our way separately:'
Together the departments
represent 29 percent of the majors
from the School of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs, a school that
has expanded enough to request
college status.
Nestled snugly in a remote
wing of the library's second floor,
the sociology and criminal justice
departments remain. But the an-
thropology department finished
Continued on back page
Scott McMurtrey IThe UniversityNews
This pigeon may have a short life expectancy
.. onders into Bronco stadium.
No hard feelings but the
department of sociology, anthro-
pology and criminal justice admini-
stration finally split up this summer
into three separate departments,
each with their own goals and pri-
orities.
Now all they need is some
money.
According to anthropology
Chair Mark Plew, serious discus-
sions aboutdividing the department
began last fall and permission from
the State Board of Education was
given in January 1990. The move
became official in July.
"It happened sooner than we
,
)-: "
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Accounting ,workshops Reserve Permits
" The workshop is presented by •
BSU's Office of Continuing Edu- Musicians wanted
Ten reserve permits will be avail- cation and thecrimin~ justice .de- Musicians are invited to get
able for purchase or trade on Sep- partmenL. ~or more IJ!fQDJIabon.J' in tune now andjoin the Boise State
tember 19th. They are on a rust call Continwng ~ucauon at 385- University Community Orchestra
come, rust serve basis. They will 3492; toll-free 10 I~o at (800) ,Orchestra director and BStJ
be in Security and Parking Room 632-:6586, ext, 3492, or toll-free music professor Michael Samball
118 of the Administration building outside ofIdaho at (800) 824-7017, will begin rehearsals for the 1111
between 8:00 am, - 5:00 p.m. For ' ext 3492. season at 7 p.m, Monday, Septe~-
more infonnation call 385-1681. ber 10, in Room BI25 of the Morri-
son Center
Community musicians, espe-
cially string players with orchestral
training, are invited to join. Three
concerts are planned for fall semes-
ter, beginning with a Fall Pops
Concertat6p.m. September 29, in
the BSU Centennial Amphitheatre,
which will feature favorites from
Broadway, the movies,jazz and roek
hits, and light classics.
For more Information, call
Samball at 385-3498.
Who's Who selection process now open
When deciding on nominees, the
Boise State University will nominating individual should con-
again be submitting nominees for sider the following: Scholastic
inclusion in the annual publication ability; participation and leadership
of Who's Who Among Students in in academic and university related
American Universities and Col- extracurricular activities; citizen-
leges. This annual selection is open ship and service to the school; and
tojuniors,seniors, andgraduateson promise of future usefulness. Nomi-
college campuses across the coun- nations should be submitted no later
try. In ordertosubmitour stadents than October I, 1990 to either the
for consideration, nominations are Office of the Vice-PresidentforStu-
requested from all interested indi- dent Affairs (A-210) or "Union
viduals, student orginizations, de- Station" infonnation desk in the
partments, schools, and colleges. Student Union.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .............••...•...............
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$:
~GREAT PART-TIME INCOME!!~ ~
$ $ : 45 minute
$ And still have time to study! $ :"Coin laundry & More" dryer
: 4516 Overland 25 cents
$ $ : (Next to Ware mart)$7-$9/hour •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
$ (w/minim urn $6.25/hour guarantee) $1~.L..J--..IiC~:..u.....L.....L.J.L.J...:L..II:.-J....:l~~--L..:lI~...I..x.L.ao..>..i:
$ Local expansion of national telemarketing $
$ firm has created openings for representa- $
$ tives. We are looking for candidates who $
$ possessstrong communication skillsand who $
$
enjoy talking on the phone. Sales, PR or $
marketing helpful, but not mandatory. No
$ cold-calling. We offer flexible shifts,excellent .$
$ benefits,and a positiveand professionalplace $to work.$ ~ $
$ AFTERNOON OR EVENING SHIFTS $$ AVAILABLE. $
$ Interested? Give ·usa call. $
$ . Call 327-1702 $
I$$$$$$$$$$$$$$;$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~
Finance for Non-Financial Manag-
ers" will provide infonnation on the
nature and role of finance and ac-
counting, cash flow and profits,
capital budgeting and the cost of
capital.
October 24: "International Ex-
change Rates,Interest Rates and
Pricing" will address how intema-
tional markets are related and the
importance of exchange rates in
facilitating the flow of goods. serv-
ices and capital between countries.
Seminars in management skills are
$95 and are held from 8:30 a.m.
Workshops in accounting' and
finance,management skills and ba-
sic leadership skills for supervisors
will be offered in September and
October byBoise State University's
Center for Management Develop-
ment(CMD).
Seminars inaccounting and finance
are $95 and are held from 8:30 a.m,
-4:30p.m.
September 29: "Basic Accounting
for Employees" is for people who
have never had accounting but need H h I hl
to know the basics of the account- onors SC 0 ars IpS
in~ process. Learn accounting ter-
mmology, the structure of balance
sheets, income statements, finan- The Boise State University hon-
cial statements and th.e~Ie inven- orsprogrami~seekingstudentswho
tory plays 10 determining net 10- may be eligible for one of many
come. scholarships available for the 1990·
October 3: "Coping with Difficult 91 academic year.
People in an Accounting Practice" _ Sponsors are seeking applicants
will address topics Includingrecog- for the Truman, Rhodes, Marshall,
nizing defensive behavior, being Rotary and Phi kappa Phi scholar-
assertive Without being aggressive ships Mellon Fellowship and
and conducting peaceful confron- Younger Scholars Award.
tations. For more information, contact
October 10: "Accounting and the BSU honors program office at
, 385-1122. '
Child abuse workshop
Boise State University will pres-
ent "Stop Child Abuse: Detection,
Intervention and Prevention" Sept.
27-29 in the Big Four Room of the
Student Union Building. The semi-
nar will be held from 6-9 p.m. Sept.
27,8 a.m.-5 p.m, Sept. 28 and 8
am-noon Sept. 29.
The workshop will focus on child
sexual and physical abuse, indica-
tors of abuse and neglect, commu-
nity support and networking, re-
porting requirements, identification
and assessment techniques. It is
designed for teachers, day-care
operators, counselors, social work-
ers, law enforcement officers, con-
.cemed parents and neighbors.
Sun Valley Gear
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The Idaho Humane Society needs volunteers
ALL year 'round. A few hours a week could
mean the difference between life and death
to a wonderful and loving animal.
Besides your time, The Idaho Humane Society could
also use old blankets. It's close to winter time
and a nice warm blanket could help a cold and lonely
animal feel better while waiting for a new owner.
Donations of newspapers to line cages, old towels to
bathe and dry animals and food are all very welcome
The Idaho Humane Society is a non-profit
organization that has absolutely no federal, state
or local funding. The Idaho Humane Society
survives because of donations from citizens like youl
And, remember, it doesn't have to cost you moneyl
CONTACT
The Idaho Humane Society
4833 Dorman Street
Boise,~Idaho 83705
Asian Video
Although the population ofIdaho
was once one-fourth Chinese, the
story of Asians in Idaho is an often
neglected part of the state's history.
To bring this colorful story to life, a
unique organization of Asian
Americans has traveled the state to
produce a one-hour video based on
interviews with Asian-American
families of Japanese, Chinese and
Filipino ancestry.
The video, entitled Other Faces,
Other Lives: Asian Americans in
Idaho, wasproduced by Alan Lifton,
a commuuication professor at the
University of Idaho. The video
project was sponsored by the
Palouse Asian-American Associa-
tion (PAAA) of Moscow and Pull-
man, Washington, with assistance
from the Idaho Centennial
Commission's Ethnic Heritage
Committee.
Family seminar
Rose Moore, an outpatient thera-
pist for battered women forthe Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare
Mental Health Center, is teaching a
course titled "Intervention in Fam-
ily Violence" this fall at Boise State.
Moore's class will examine the
scope of the problem of domestic
violence. the effects of violence on
baueredwomen.children and other
aspects of this problem.
For moreinfonnation contact Moore
at 334-6870.
WILD,WILD
WEDNESDAY
Phone
342-3508
Beyond <>BSU
The University News
Back in the USSR...
BSU profs visit the Reds
thought they were followed on the sidewalk entrepreneurs. Today, the .
street by the KGB and were afraid attitude is more relaxed."
to ride on the subway." The Soviet desire for consumer
Now,12 trips and 12 years later, goods was McCorkle's other main
Lundy saw Americans eager to reaction.
imitate Bush and Reagan's thawing "During our cruiseonjhe Volga
of US-Soviet relations and to walk River," McCorkle say~ "it was
arm in arm with a Soviet counter- interesting to see the crew appear-
part. Americans are toasting peace ing in baseball caps and Dick Tracy
and friendship with Soviets. having t-shirts that Americans were wear.
their pictures taken on Red Square, ing the day before and traded for a
making Soviet friends and buying Soviet flag or military hat, Theysee
"Hard Rock Cafe, Leningrad" t· foreigners With clothes and elec-
shirts. tronics that aren't available in So-
McCorkle, who has been in the viet stores and want what we have.
USSR twice in the last two years, What they don't understand is that
saw most change in what the Sovi- mostAmericanshavebigereditcard
ets call "economic crime," bills and debt,"
"It's illegal," says McCorkle, Do Lundy and McCorkle rec-
"for Soviets to sell goods for hard ommendSoviettravel? Absolutely!
currenciesoutsideforeignhotelsand "It's an exciting time to go to the
try to sell everything from rubles to USSR becauseoffherapidchange,"
full Soviet military uniforms. Even they said. The BSU professors'
two years ago the police would have next trip, though, will be a study
arrestedor violently chased off these tour to Italy. this Christmas break.
By Suzanne McCorkle
for The University News
''What amazed me, wasn't how
the Soviets are changing, but-how
much Am(,ricans' attitudes toward
the Soviets have changed," This
was the main reaction of BSU pro-
fessors Phoebe Lundy (History) and
Suzanne McCorkle (communica-
tion) after joining a Good Will tour
to Moscow and northern Russia as
part of this summer's Good Will
Games celebration.
When Lundy fust visited the
USSR in 1978, Americans acted
out our culture's fear of commu-
nism. There were many barriers to
understanding that made.it impos-
sible for individual Soviets to ex-
press their friendliness or hospital-
ity. ,=
"People were looking for bug-
ging devices in their hotel rooms;
Dr. Suzanne McCorkleisa communication professor at Boi~St~~ Universi~. She ~nd D~.
Phoebe Lundy, a history proffessor also at BoiseState Univer~ty, VISItedthe So~et Umon this _
summer. The two traveIedasa part ofthis summer's Good W111G~escelebration. McCo~kle
has seen theU SS Rtwice, Lundy 12times in12years. Spectacular sights.such as.these soldiers
marching may soon be seen by more and more outsid~S US-SoVIettensions ease and
Glastnost proceeds.
"'.Ji'.'
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ADORn mE
UPSTAIRSAT BOISE TOWNE SQUARE MALL
*8SK 8BOUT OURCLUB C8RD...*
EAR PIERCING WATCHES FINE EXCESSORIES
RENT RHINESTONES FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION
lARGE SELECTION OF SUNGLASSES ASSORTEDJEWELERV
HAIR EXCESSORIES PHONE 377- J7 J2
All BSU organizations
must berepresented at
one session.
FALL 1990 OFFERING:
* Private Pilot Ground School
* Commercial Pilot Ground School
* PLUS 12 different flight labs
CALL OR WRITE:
Aviation Coordinator
Ontario Flight Service
581 SW 33rd St.
Ontario, OR 97914
(503) 889-9197
Or visittheOntarioairport just 60
miles from Boise.
Managed by formerBSU Aviation Flight
Training Contractor and BSU Aviation
Degree Graduate.
AVIATION COURSES
with CollE~2eCredit:
LEARN TO FLY!
Private, Instrument, Commercial
CFI, ME, RATINGS AVAILABLE!
2 year associate ~egree available in .conjunction
with TYCC in Ontano. Or use for elective In your BSU
class schedule.
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Opinion
The Life of Reilly '.
LDP
•••••••••••••••••••: .'.' ' ..
.•.••". ...... Keiser '1ZinterCli.>
<)<i;••..i~e.iQ~g~~¥gt~ris\ri~~,~~~€rii.BSUiPteSi-<
. dent )ohriKeiser'arid U .oflPresidenfElitabethZillzer
. finally erupted into a pubJiccatfighrlasfweek.Jtwasan
enjoyable spectacle for those who are. sick and tired of
BSU's second-class status vis avis that school somewhere
on the Palouse (can someone please explain what the hell
a Palouse is? And just what is it about a mouldy little town
like Moscow that deserves much more than an elaborate
high school, anyway?). .
We speak for the entire campus by saying "Go get
'em John. Kick a little ass."'. • '.
LDP
•••••••••••••••••••
Whine, whine, whine .....
~
The Middle East crisis has caused our oil pricestofucrease
rather dramatically, which is good news and bad news . .It is tragic that
it takes such measures to increase our awareness of the problem of oil
dependence, and hence, our gluttonous consumption of a product that
we will ~oon de~lete tI,1e~ of. Jllis fact is nothing new, butwith the
. lowerpnceswe veenjoyed 10 recent years, a fact that has conveniently
been ignored. It dido 't g~ away. We were ge!ti!1g our petroleum prod-
<ucts too cheaply, so paymg more per gallOllIS Just fine. Forcin~ COD-
servation via the pocketbook iscertainIy one strategy, although It only
forces those who were already strapped to become more so. The next
event, seemingly unrelated, is the road construction at the south end of
Ihe.university along Lincoln, Michigan, and University Drive. This
.project to install water and storm drains was begun in timely fashion
about a week before the fall semester started. More to the point is the
parking nightmare this has created, as if there wasn't one already.
.;StudenlS can be oV~eard complain.ing of~ving to park "clear out on
Broadway" and havingto leaves little earlier to compensate for the
waIf. BSUiSknownas a commuter college, with no means to
accommodatecommuter8.The idea of a park-n-ridelot with shuttle bus
.;·.servicebas been bandied iiboutforyears,l\S have elaborate ideas such
aslUr!1ing ~John B;Bames towers into a multi-level parking gamge!
Plans. mtl,lis arena never seem to get Jl&.Sl the f~tasy s~e, however.
}l'beume 18pastdue to put some planS mto actiOn. This IS a problem
\th8t affects commWlity memberS aswell as students, faCulty, and staff.
\PepapsintheY ear of the City this may bcanissue to tackle-.vhich fits
/~8genda0fliaving aharn19n,iouS~~ati~hipand pridein9W'R1utual
progress ..'Now our problern IS threC>-fold•..·We must conserve on our .
/driving,get ourselves on campus, and we must wean ourselves froni
:~ dependenceC?O this@di(:tivesu~tanee;Isthispro1)lemworthyof
\a tasltfon:e?We bclieveso>Ilhali lOsIltttSOnlewhCre;<'Call President
;Keiser, go to thesenatemCetingS,muenoi.Se1Tell thelnwhat· 'ouwant
:;andwhalYouareWiIImg l()do.Quit-.vhining,snive1ing{1)it:ling~ and:''''~g ..~.do.i.L ..•••..•.: . . : , i· .,.:,·.·.·",..... .
:.·,::.·:'i···;j.XS.i{
:::::,::;::: ;»>..:::>:::':':.;.,::.:;. .. ,..-' . ". :-::::::'.:::::::::::::;.:;.:,:::':>:::~:;::U:<::» ~>·::<"()::/:<;\iU;:
WHMl>ID
~~
WAR,
DAD~-
.., .. '
1). Yet another Ad sales record!! Way to go!!
2). Another increase in size. The first 28 page paper.
3). Gosh, didn't Larry look good in the Statesman? Major
media attention. Terrific coverage by Channel 7.
4. First-ever 8-page Entenainment pullout section
5). Two new computers. Our news 100m is expanding!
6). Record numbers of writers published in our first issue .
Three additional writers this issue.
7). Circulation increase from 5,000 to 7,000.
Welcome to our
StatT
Robert Barnes,
David Lentz,
Cynthia Hutchin-
son, Kevin'
Patrick
T.J. Farley,
Doreen Lindley,
Patrick McMann,
Michele Salchen-
berg.
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, 10, 83725, or haM de-
liver it to our offICe at
1603 III University Drive.
r'
o u o Ns 0B
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signaled a disturbing undercurrent
of sex-appeal like thatofJohn Ken-
nedy. His physical normalcy reas-
sured Americans.
And Ronald Reagan was
popular. Never in the world-weary
memory of George Gallup had there
been an American President so
adored The people loved him, and
the press never laid a hand on him.
And the thing that pulls a stitch in
your side while knee-slapping is
your feeling that Reagan was aI-
Mter 191 years of trial ways about one brick away from the
and error the American people banana peel. But he never slipped
fmally elected the perfect Presi- on it,
dent, For nearly two centuries Look, for example, at the
of sweaty palms our educated Beiiut/Grenada bang-up, plot and
citizenry cut the cards for deals subplotofthesameabsurdistdrama,
on funny-looking guys (see and its aftermath,
Lincoln and any Adams) who On 23 October
read dull books for pleasure and 1983 a truck with
whinedabouttheneedforsocial its lights off
change. Jefferson and the nosed around the
Roosevelts, forgodsake, even compound in
wrote dull books. Then in 1980 Beirut where un-
thecollectivewitofthecountry ann~ American
fmgered Mister Perfect, ._ marmeswereb1l-
First off, Ronald -Re- leted,supposedly
agan was good-looking. Witha to help thwart a
teasing hint of a wave in his Moslem crunch
powerful dark hair, with a sloe onLebanon.The
eye beneath potent eyebrows, truekcareened~gh~opengate,
with a friendly goofy ~ to rammedpastsentrieswithunloaded
suggest nonclJaiance, hIS per- wt:a~ns, I!'1d cracked into the
son wanned the tubes in our building With a load of 12,000
living rooms and our hearts. He ~unds of explosives, 241 marines
stood in front ofa Teleprompter died. Yet If you look at the
as easy and relaxed as a good Washi.ngtonJournalismReview for
major-league pitcher on the that time, you find most of the
mound. He never affected the ~~ts of the slain marines were
facial whiskers that made Lin- positive about the sacrifice.
coIn look like a spy in the White
House , never put on designer
goggles likeGeorge Bush,never
leader into a debtor nation for the
first time since the 1920's. And
contrary to his Republican
administration's contentions, this
country's deficit is not just a
carryover from the previous
administration. Let's take a critical
look at the cretin's legacy.
1. He advocated the de-
regulation of (a) the airlines and (b)
the S & L"s. (Although the U.S.
Congress is responsible for voting
forderegulation, it would never have
occurred to Congress had deregula-
tion not been a goal of Reagan.) (a)
as a result of deregulation, the air-
line industry has cut back safety
measures designed for the well-
~ingofthose who use the service
(viz. the suit on behalf of
Eastern Airlines
mechanics that airplanes
are nol properly serv-
iced). (b) Reagan had
better be "out of the
country" when the
general public finally
computes what a disaster
the deregulation of the S
&Lindustry is ultimately
.. ---------~------- ... " going to. have on the
economy of this CQiJnlry.
It's an outrage so enormous that our
system ,ou$ht to allow us to
prosecute him for criminal negli-
gence.
2. The graft and corrup-
tion that occurred at HUD under
Reagan's man, Samuel Pierce, rivals
that of any previous administration
in U.S. history. It's not in the news
much anymore but it's still a.
problem because you and I, the tax-
payers, are presently paying for iL
Consider not so much "out of sight,
by Dr. lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University News
"I just couldn't stand to watch
that damn King's Row one
more time."-Jane Wyman to
Gregory peck on why she di-
vorced Ronald Reagan
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
For years I have been
maligned for my great admiration
of Richard Nixon and a sense of
loss that this country no longer has
the advantage of his leadership. I
feel vindicated' by the absolutely
deplorable records posted by both
the Carter and Reagan administra-
tions, most particularly the latter.
Ab, yes the Great Com-
municator-Ronald Reagan.LHe.
This Week
"The Reagan Years"
Continued on page 6
Oops! We goofed.
We apologize for the typo that was found in
Dr. Willis' column in our August 27th issue.
The column should have read, "Westbank
and its impact," rather than, "Westbank and
it's impact."
, indeed verified that you can fool all
of the people allof the time contrary
to what President Lincoln asserted.
I am truly amazed how one person
can singularly con the most in-
formed public in the world.
Admittedly, under this man's ad-
ministration there was no war and
he managed toputacapon inflation.
But at what price? This guy, due to
his altogether lack of undesstand-
ing, managed to transform this
country from a world ecoriomic
out of mind" but rather "out of
mind, out of pocketbook."
3. The break-in at
Watergate and subsequent cover-
up pales in companson to 'the
Iran-Contra Affair.
.In fact, there can be no legitimate
comparison between the two. In
the latter we have Reagan trading
arms for hostages against his own
administration's policy of no
negotiations with terrorists and
the regimes that support them.
And if that is not outrageous
enough in itself, his inner circle
was instructed to spend the
proceeds of the arms sale to
support the Contras in Nicaragua
against explicit congressional
policy and legislation. Die-hard
Reagan disciplines maintain that
these activities were carried out
behind his back. If they were,
then Reagan was not in control.
And if he did know about them,
then he instructed his underlings
to engage in criminal activity. In
either case, he is guilty and most
unfortunately to the great detri-
ment of this country. It is to that
end that the Great Communicator
Jed us. Dh, for the more honest
days of "Tricky Dick." At the
very Jeast we alJ knew "up front"
that we were dealing with
someone tricky. The greatest
difference, however, between
Reagan and Nixon was that
Ronnie tricked us. his own peopJe,
whereas Dick did it primarily to
our adversaries.
.
Guest Editorial
19-year-old woman with herpes ception
byToby]acobowitz,M.D. who had a condom in her purse that Find out about your
University Health Service went unused because her boyfriend partner's health and sexual his-
University of Michigan swore he'd never had any sexually lay. Talk about previous part-
Special to The U:niversity News transmitted diseases. I remember ners and previous sexually trans-
the 21-year-old woman diagnosed mittedinfections. Bepreparedto
DearCollegeWomen: with gonorrhea, chlamydia and postpone ornot have sexual inter-
As a physician caring for herpes transmitted during a single course if your partner is not re-
college students at the University episode of casual sex when she sponsive to your concerns or is
of Michigan, I have thought long became intoxicated at a party. not taking you seriously.
and hard how I could impact the Unfortunately, you cannot I am not trying to unduly
rising incidence and prevalence count on your partner to protect you scareyou. Sexualactivityisnor- ,
of sexually transmitted infections from sexu- m a I
~~~~i~ij!t!~~*I~~~~
~f::ndi=seha~::cnal= : ~=~I~imenwhocateaBout ~~~
::J:~gn ~o~~';x,~bi:rtym~~; r~~~e -~:·lli¢h1~2·.!J,·>} ~~z~
spreading them falls upon both. sage, mutual ani to
The majority of these infections masturbation - without sexual in- your health and wellbeing carry-
cause more subtle symptoms in tercourse. Infact, abstinence is the mg the risk of long term conse-
women, leading to delays in seek-. . only sure guarantee against con- quences. There is a good deal
ing medical attention. Theyare tracting a sexually transmitted dis- you can do to minimize the risk to
harder to diagnose in women than ease. If abstinence is not possible you and your partner. PLEASE
in men. Women are more likely for you, the use of latex rubber take the responsibility for pre-to suffer serious consequences condoms with the spermicide con- venting sexually transmitted dis-
such as infertility, tubal pregnan- taining nonoxynol-9 is the most eases. And if prevention should
cies and cervical cancer. effectively known method to mini- fail, please seek care as soon as
As I write this letter, I re- mize your chance of contraetin~ a possible.
membervividlypaJientsI'vecared sexually transmitted disease, With . • ••••••••••••
for this past year. I remember the the coincidental benefit of contra-
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By ~ Purviance
The Umversity News
With her mousy
hair, scholarly glasses and
quiet demeanor, there is
nothing aboutDr. Suzanne '
McCorkle that suggests
she should have a rather
fearsome reputation as a
demanding, hard-nosed
prof.
Yet, legend has it
that a freaked-out football
player once peed in his
pants the first day of her
notorious Perspectives of
Inquiry, a required course
for communication ma-
jors.
McCorkle, who is
one of those rare birds who
genuinely enjoys teaching,
laughed about her legend
but says it is an example of
just how badly she wants
students to learn.
"I guess it did what
it was supposed to do,"
said McCorkle. "I really
like the class, and Iorigi-
nally didn't think I would.
:Hot Profs
'Dr.Suzanne ':McCorKle
Dr. Steven Sallie
Department of Political
Science
Letter to the Editor
Professor Offended
by Political Cartoon
To the editor:
I am quite dismayed you
selected a political cartoon that
is, in my judgement,anti-semiticl
anti-Arab. The caption,dene-
grates Amb ethnicity/persona1-
ity and, hence, should beconsid-
ered offensively raeisL Most
readers would fmd great diffi-
culty 10 seperate the obvious
political point from the adverse
ethnic/cultural portrayal. For
example, we can easily identify
the three political leaders. But,
whom are the other three indi-
viduals with Arab-looking garb?
Are they intended to represent
all other Arabs? I submit they
and the others, appear either as
dirty (e.g., etched facial lines),
, wicked (e.g., outlandish laugh-
ing), dangerous (e.g. a promi-
nent sword, skull on a cap, and
atomic energy and chemical
symbols on a sleeve), ugly (fat
with hooked noses), or sneaky
(one Arab is positioned very low
and 10 the back of Hussein-
rather more like a snake than a
short human being). Contrast
this with, the Western figure-
weUdressed with tie, clean-
shaven, and a large, though,
gentle and non-threatening nose.
He probably represents Civili-
zation, the opposite of Arab cul-
ture. The overall caricature is
very ethnocentric and illiberal.
What is shown here, I
submit, is the offensive equiva-
lent to depicting blacks as canni-
bals, or portraying Jews as
money-gouging slumlords. Such
captions would come only from
hate groups. Ifyou oppose them ,
why thehypocracy and insensi-
tivity here? Ihope in the future,
that when confronted with bla-
tant stereotyping against any
social group-whether they be
Jews or blacks or Arabs or Ger-
mans-we would struggle
against such on a consistent ba-
sis.
,~,~~.",
~
~ Cl-
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It is a difficult class because almost deterministic be-
the teacher can tell you less, cause of the rules oflogic,"
and the students have to draw said McCorkle. "At the
their own conclusions." same time, it teaches a dis-
Although the class is creet skill that students can
very difficult and demanding, use almost iminediately.
McCorkle's other legend is Students often think they
that she will go to extreme will hate the debate part of
lengths to help students, and the class, but then they
is one of the most fair graders usually love it."
on campus. "I like to see that
•"You have to have a happen."
safetynetforaclasslikethat," A I tho ugh
said McCorkle. "You have to McCorkleiscurrentlyserv-
'have more office hours and ing as an associate dean
more comments on papers. It intern in the School of
is very hard on you, andst is a Social Science and Public
very demanding class for a Affairs, and has an impres-
professor, too." sive array of published re-
McCorkle earned her search, she said teaching
bachelor degree in speech/sec- will always remain the love
ondary education and her of her life.
master's degree in speech, "The material is
then a doctorate in argumen- good, and I really want my
tation and conflict manage- . st~den~ !o learn. it," she
ment from the University of said. I m not implying
Colorado. that others don't, but that is
For non-communica- what motivates me."
tion majors, one of her favor- "~'m really ~leas~
iteclasses isReasonDiscourse about this (The University:
because it teaches students News Teacher of theWeek)
how toargue anddefend them- because teaching means
selves fromotherpeople's ar- more to me than anything
I "guments. , e se.
"It's very logical and
Interlocution con't of Dr. Willis from page 5
Couple days later the U. S. years Reagan applauded this movie
crunched the smallest nation in our as the best of his film career, and he
. hemisphere. The conquest of Gee- liked it a lot despite the divorce
nada pitted about 7,CXXlAmerican thing. Now in case you haven't
troops to fierce fighting against seen King's Rl1W this week, I will
roughly200Cubans. MoreAmeri- give you a summary taken from a
can "boys" died. So were Ameri- reputable history of the cinema: "In
cans getting fed up with this loss of a small American town during the
life with little gain? Guess again. early years of the century, three
The New York Times found that the children grow up inio a world of
Grenada episode was "the most. cruelty and madness." Imagine, if
popular invasion since E.T." And )'ou can, Ronald Reagan hunched
The Observer reported that Ameri- m an upholstered Morris chair, all
cans were saying "Thank God, we the blinds pulled against the light,
fmallyhaveareal man in the White him clutching a Canada Dry, and
House." You couldn't beat Ronald watching obsessively his perform-
Reagan for Teflon. anceasacharaeterwhoselegshave
The perfect President been amputated by a sp!teful doc-
owed his popularity 10 the fact that tor, Reagan repeating Withthat char-
he waS so IOtally US; in Reagan's actet the dreaded line, "Where's
amiability, in his narrow, cramped the rest of me?"
view of a picket-fence America That's the terrible query,
beset by foreign devils, in his per- loaded with dread, that Americans
fectfaith that to be well offis also to have been asking since the bloody-
be good, in his apprehension in the conscienced Puritans banged up
presence of ideas, in such a belief against BOSlOn: ''Where's the rest
system Americans saw their dop- of us?" Americans have been
pelganger as surely as a child sees obsessed with the act of peering
the monster under its bed at nighL underneath the outside; maybe
To understand this phe- there's a soul or something under
nomenon better let's go. back 10 there. Melville's Ahab was so
Jane Wyman and her pissup at the aazed with the notion IhathesllOve
1941 movie Killg's Rl1W. In later to jab God to the quick. Weird.
huh?
The story is that Reagan
was only able 10perform the role of
the amputee in King'sRow afterhe
found that the special-effects crew
had created a deception: a hole in
the bed through which his legs would
hang out of camera's view. -In the
therapy of deception lies the clue 10
Reagan's perfection.
Americans like 10think of
themselves as good-hearted, affable
Christian folk who live on elm-
lined streets in white houses with
new-mown lawns; inside the houses
Americans like 10 think they are
champions of civil rights, freedom
of expression, religious tolerance,
and all those other vague parts of
the Bill of Rights. But I bet you
remember the surveys that
demonstrate that there's a lot of air
between the belief and the practice
of those ideas. Sure, we believe in
freedom of expression; but have
you seen the ,T-shirts: iron-on
American flag, underneath it says
"See you burn one, Asshole."
, David Lynch caught this
deceit of smalllOwn America in his
fJlm Bl~ Velvet,which opens with
a view ofwhilC picltctfences, green
lawns, scrubbed streets, small kids '
at play, and friendly. waving fire-
man. But the camerakceps moving
until it "peers underneath," lifts the
exterior of American life and stud-
ies the unhealthy heart underneath.
Oddly, Bl~ Velvet shows kinship
with Kints Row, for both films
concern' a small American town"
where children grow up "inlO a
world of cruelty andmadness." I'm
afraid it was Ronald Reagan's em-
bodiment of this need for a therapy
of deception for the unhealthy heart
that made him ourperfectPresidenL
On camera President Re-
aganwasthefatherofusall,affable
and charming, ready 10lend a hand.
But we could see that the real Re-
agan wasagrinch who wrested from
the dispossessed 10give tax-breaks
to the rich; affable be may have
been, but so are clowns at the cir-
cus. When the Washington press
corps leafs its qtesaurus for euphe- ,
misms for"amUiTledunce" and "out
10 lunch," you lose some faith in
''TheLeaderofthe Western World."
Away with this carping,
now. Ronald Reagan was our per-
fect President, He was so us. He
wastheclassicGreatGuy. But Jane
Wyman had seen the unhea1thyheart
that the rest of us only suspected.
Dum-diddy-dum-dum.
In Defense of the
RSBSUSenote
EdiIOr:
Iwould like to respond
to the unsigned EdilOrial appear-
ing in the first issue of The Uni-
versity News.
WhileI~iateyour
interest in ASBSU, I sllOngly
feel you were unfair in yourcriti-
cism of the Senate. Whatever
may have happened last year, is
behind us. All of us at ASBSU
agree 10move forward as a uni-
fied body, 10 truly serve as a
strong voice for the students at
Boise State.
Senators
Michalscheck, Osterloh and
Craig are among our most expe-
rienced Senators, and their tal-
ents are greatly needed and ap-
preciatedatASBSU. Byattack-
ing them in the first issue of The
Universitylvews, you didn't even
give them a chance 10start using
their talents 10 benefit om stu-
dents.
You were right when
you said we have our work cut
out for us, but we will succeed
and we will succeed together.
Peace,
Eric Love
ASBSU President
P.S. The rest of your
f1J'Stissue was incredible! .
Letters in response
to Interlocution can
be sent to:
1910 University
Drive, Boise ID,
83725.
The letters will ap-
pear in the letters to
the Editor column.
I
HERE'S WHY
THE SMARr MONEY AT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE
DEPENDED ON IT.
Because it does. Smart investors know that your" future depends on how ~ell your re~irem.ent. system performs. At BOIse State University, you
can now become part of the largest private retirement
system in the world.
For over seventy years, TIAA-CREF has been
building a sound financial future for people in educa-
tion and research. Today, over 1,000,000 people are
participating in the TIAA-CREF system, and more
than 200,000 retirees are now enjoying the benefits of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.
. SECURITY, GROWTH, AND DIVERSITY:
THE KEYS TO A GOOD RETIREMENT SYSTEM
".
Security-so the resources are there when it's time to
retire. Growth-so you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And diversity-to help
protect you against market volatility and to let you
benefit from several types of investments.
THAT'S EXACfLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA's traditional annuity offers you the safety of
guaranteed principal plus a specified rate of interest, .
and provides the opportunity for additional growth
through dividends, CREF's variable annuity gives
you opportunities for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed with the long-
term perspective that is essential to sound retirement
planning: the CREF Stock Account, the CREF
Money Market Account, the CREF Bond Market
Account, and the CREF Social Choice Account.
HERE ARE SOME GOOD REASONS TO
CHOOSE TIAA-CREF:
1. Performance. The CREF Stock Account has
outperformed the' S&P 500 Index and mutual fund
industry averages for the last 5- and lO-year periods.*
The CREF Money Market Account has shown
excellent returns, outperforming the industry average
.virtually since its inception.** TIAA has declared
dividends every year for over 40 years, and its net
earned rate has beaten the industry average for every
one of those years. TIAA is ranked A+ (Superior) by
A~M. Best Company.***
2. Strength. We have done so well, for so many, for
so long that we currently manage some $85 billion in
assets.
3. Low Expenses. We are a nonprofit organization
dedicated solely to the education and research
communities, so our expenses are among the lowest
in the insurance and mutual fund industries. l*
deduct no sales or expense charges from your
premiums, so more of your retirement dollars are
working for you.
, .
4. Service. Our counselors are experienced, full-time
retirement planning specialists, not commissioned
salespeople. And our Participant Counselors and
network of toll-free telephone numbers put informa-
tion about your annuities at your fingertips,
LET US SHOW YOU THE DIFFERENCE.
Ifyou are a member of the Public Employees
Retirement System of Idaho (PERSI), and eligible for
the ORP, you have until September 28, 1990 to choose
the Optional Retirement Plan, through which TIAA-
CREF is offered. We can give you the information
you need to make a good decision, and we'll prepare
illustrations that compare your benefits under PERSI
and under the ORP, based on your personal situation.
TIAA-eREF On Campus:
TIme: 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Date: September 11
Place: Student Union Building-Lookout Room
TIAA-CREF
1700 Broadway, Suite 770
Denver, Colorado 80290
1 800 842-2009
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. lID
*Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Mutual Fund Perfonnance Analysis Reports, Growth Funds and General Equities Funds Averages, ending 6130190.
"Donoghue's Money Fund Averages/All Thllable. .
***American Council of Life Insurance. A.M. Best Company, Ratings and Analysis 1989 e 1990TIAA-eREF
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
Ij
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Iraq conflict mobilizes BSU's PR division
By Christina Williams
The University News
President Bush's order to mobi-
lizemilitary reserves has upsetBSU
students and faculty into awaiting
call-up. . -"
Bush issued the fIrst mobiliza- '...
tion of reservists since the Vietnam
War on Au~ 22.
According to Captain Micheal
Gollaber of Public Affairs for the
National Guard, four pan-time and
full-time BSU students are in the used this law of active duty. A
148th Public Affairs detachment. president has up to 2,000 guard
This detachment would be the reserves for a period of9O days. He
firsr one to be sent over to Saudi can extend this to 180 days, by
Arabia from Idaho if the reserves Congress's approval to call up
were sent in. 200,000 guard reserves. Right now
Lieutenant Training Program . he wants to call in 40,000 guards.'
Officer Satterwhiu said currently at Darren Blagbum, a senior rna-
BSU there are approximately 60 joringinMasscommunication,fceels
students in the ROTC program that that being in the Army National
are froshmen and sophomores. Fif- ...Guard Reserves has affected his
teen students are in the reserves and academic year at BSU.
..ard "I feel I'm at a tender spot byg"", .
"Approximately 750 people in the possibility of being called up to
Idaho are in the reserves, not count- serve for the reserves. ,I have a
ing about 5,500 who serve in the higher rate of being called in, since
Idaho National Guard," said Gol- I'm in the first unit in Idaho that
laher. would be sent over," said Blagbum.
"As of Aug 25. 60,000 troops Blagbum is a radio/television
have been pulled. Sixty-five Army officer in the 148th Public Affairs
and National Guard reserve units detachment. He's also a student
have been called up including three teaching assistantforvideoproduc-
Airforce units. Making an accumu- tion lab and works for channel 27
lation of 72 reserve units," he said. United Cable on top of working for
Gollaher said 35 states have the ArmyNational Guard.
been called up. Idaho is one of the "I have one semester left, along
15 states that has escaped the cal- with on class to complete in the
lup. Other units are already on communication department in or-
alert, They may be called up within der to graduate this December," he
the next month. said. "IN get called-up I won't
By the end of September those graduate and it will prolong my stay
in the reserves should know whether here another semester."
they'll have to be sent over to Saudi He knows what it'S like to be
Arabia. mobilized.
Gollaher says that Bush has "I was called into Panama for
two weeks, and it's not an experi-
ence I'd like to relive again. It's
really scary not knowing what's
going to happen. My girlfriend and
I are worried I'll get called up in the
middle of the night and I'll have to
leave," said Blagbum.
He is also scared of the gas
mask.
"I don't want to be tested on.
I guess I should just trust my suit
and try not to worry ifl get affected
by it," he said.
"This summer in Wyoming I
went through training. With the
suit and mask on, the temperature
goes up 20 degrees and you start to
get very hot. During training I had
to drink over two quarts of water,"
said Blagbum.
He says he supports to a point,
foreign policies in Saudi Arabia.
"I believe in what is being
done until it comes to anyone's
bloodshed, "said Blagbum. "I think
using political embargo would work
better then military force."
"I don't feel the reserves are
needed yet, and I say yet. I feel
President Bush should have waited
before he started activating the re-
serves," he said. "I understand a
show of force to a point, but I will
go if I'm called."
- "Ever since the call-up has
f~;\
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Mack Sermon has been there for
BOISE STATE.
Now he needs yOU.
REMEMBER
REGISTER BY.OCT. 26
AND
VOTE ON NOV. 6
NO BULL
PAID: MACK SERMON 1990;
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started on reserves, I've been living
on the edge from day to day waiting
for the phone to ring," said Associ-
ate Dean of the College of Health
Science and Nursing department
Chair Anne Payne.
"I know that when it happens,
I will go if necessary because as a
nation we need to protect the natu-
ral resources over the world; this is
essential for us to survive," she said.
Payne is a nurse for the .re-
serves. She's been in the reserves
for 12 months prior to the Persian .
Gulf crisis and has served in Viet-
nam for 12 months doing combat
work. . ..
"I agree with President Bush's
decision to send the reserves in, in
order to defend our way oflife, .. she
said. "I don't want to go, but I will
ifI'msenttodothejob.levenhave
all my uniforms pressed and ready
togoandaUmyequipmentpacked."
Payne is worried about who's
going to take care of faculty prob-
lemsifsheissentove~
"We have skeleton plans set
upjustincase lhavetogo.Thgven't
done any personal planning, espe-
cially since I haven't been put in
alert yet," said Payne. .
Payne said the students are
really being affected. Several nurs-
ing students in the program are
concerned with their academic
standing. They feel their careers
may be in jeopardy if they have to
leave.
"We will try our best to get
these students back into the nursing
program although it's hard for stu-
dents to get back in,"said Payne.
"Nursing is different from other
programs and majors being the fact
it's only offered once in the fall for
students to take."
Mark Smith. a sophomore in
the nursing program is a member of
the Army reserves, feels Bush's'
decision to send the reserves isn't
yet necessary.
"I strongly feel that unless the
reserves are strongly needed they
shouldn't be sent over to Saudi
Arabia." said Smith. "I do feel,
however the miIitary should beaver
there, someone has to stop Iraq."
Smith says he can only keep
his fmgers crossed and hope that he
won't have to leave his family
behind' He'd have to wait to go to
school next fall if he was sent over
and since he's in nursing he finds it
too difficult to get in again.
"I think for the married couples
it's the hardest," he said. "They
will be separated from each other
and who knows what will happen to
you if you get sent over."
~
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SPECIALIZING
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FURNITURE
Coffee & 'end table sets from m.nn.
Sofas from~.
Dinette with four chairs from ~.
(208) 376-0310
9906 FAIRVIEW AVENUE BOISE IDAHO 83704
"This brand new world is fascinating but ... isn't there more to it
than this little space of concrete and bars?" Signed, ,
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SPRY OR NEUTER YOUR PETI
Our shener Is full of puppies and kittens bom into a world
where there simply are pol- enough homes for them. Even
if you find homes for your pet's litter, it means that more of
these animals go homeless. Don' let your pet contribute
to the overpopulation of pet animals. a or neuter tods I
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Bulimics and anorexics starve amidst plenty
. Victoria Mech, M:A., CAC. a
private counselor for individuals
with eating disorders states, "There
is help for people with the issues."
She expressed that these individu-
als lives are endangered but with
help they can become healthy.
There.is a free support group for
people who haveeating disorders in
Boise which meets 7:30p.m., Tues-
day evenings at St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center. Formore
information, contact Sylvia Chari-
ton at 378-2092.
Overland-Oil-Express
15 Min LUBE*OIL*FILTER
* Tune-ups * Transmission Service
* Engine Repair • Ale Service
OWNER: Johnlones
4201 Overland Rd.
Boise, 1083705
(208) 344-5077)
By Holly Capps
The University News
Americans have adopted a pas-
sion for following the standards set
by the world of high fashion. Physi-
cal appearance is frequently used to
measure self worth. "Thin ISwhat's
in" is the motto and the compulsion
to be thin reverses sensibility. The
vitality and innocence of young,
healthy bodies is stolen. Many
young women become skeleton-like
m appearance, shadows of them-
. selves.
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulemia
are severe eating disorders which .
predominately affect women. Inan
article published in the Nurse Prac-
ticioner of April 1990, Kathleen
Plehn, C.R.N.P states that, "Al-
though females comprise approxi-
mately 95% of the eating disorder
population, attention tomale clients,
particularlr athletes, should not be
forgotten,' Studies indicate that
the incidence of Anorexia and
Bulemia is increasing.
Both Anorexia and Bulemia oc-
cur when there is a preoccupation
with thinness. Anorexia is charac-
terized by limited food intake, often
to the point of starvation, and a
compulsion for strenuous exercise.
Theintake oflarge amounts of high-
calorie food, followed by self-in-
duced vomiting, excessive use of
water pills and laxatives character-
ize Bulernia. This behavior is often
referred toasa "binge-purgecycle",
An underlying ISsuein both dis-
orders is the desire for a more ac-
ceptable physical image. Anorex-
ics and bulernics believe being thin
will provide self control (autonomy)
and social respect or acceptance.
There are physical and/or psycho-
social problems which cause these
eating disorders. Physical prob-
ers.
lerns which can cause Anorexia and AN RED informs these behav-
'Bulemiaincludeadisruptionorover iors when isolated do not necessar-
stimulation in hormonal function ily indicate Anorexia or Bulemia.
and/or the presence of brain tumors But a combination of these signs
or central nervous system lesions. over a period of time does indicate
Psycho-social factors which the possible presence of an eating
typically are present in these indi- disorder.
viduals include low self esteem; In a brochure published by the
domineering, over protective fami- Public Service Division of Boys
lies; the desire for perfection; and a Town, question is given to the relia-
lack of autonomy. bility of national mortality, recov-
In a publication from Anorexia ery and cure statistics. Some vic-
Nervosa and Related Eating Disor- tims of Anorexia and Bulemia die
.ders, Inc. (A N RED), the early from profound damage to vital
warning signs of Anorexia and .organs due to lack of adequate nu-
Bulemia include: trition, rupture of the esophagus, or
...Loss of menstrual period other related causes.
... Dieting with relish and happy In an intervie"9 with Shalagh
about weight loss when not over- Astor, M.Ed., Intake Coordinator
weight oflntermountain Hospital of Boise,
...Claiming to "feel fat" when not states, "Eating disorders are a big-
overweight ger problem than anyone realizes."
...Denial of hunger With reference to the problem in
...Excessive exercising; high activ- this area, "It is a lot higher than
ity level anyone would expect,"
...Frequent weighing Astor indicated that these eat-
...Use of laxatives and/or vomiting ing disorders were a big problem in
to control weight Abuse of diet the late '70s and the early '80s when
pills, diueretics, enemas, thyroid she was in college and has become
medication, etc. for the same pur- an even greater problem today. The
pose. problem usually "starts in late high
... Leaving table for the bathroom school or college" she states. Inter-
after meals (secretive vomiting) mountain Hospital of Boise does
... Staying in bathroom for long have a free assessment and referral
periods of time with shower on or source.
faucets running ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... Hidden garbage bags or other Iii
containers of vomit
...Complaints of feeling bloated or
nauseated when eating normal
amounts of food
... Intermittent episodes of binge
eating followed by dieting or fast-
ing .- -·1111·········
... Chewing food but spitting. out
before swallowing
... Increasing SOCialisolation, de-
pression, irritability and intolerence
of perceived faults in self and oth-
!B. t7 '1d FLORAL DESIGN
BEV BEUMELER
OWNER a. DESIGNER
'PHONE: 208-342-4455
1217 BROADWAY CENTER
BOISE. IDAHO 83706
WITH T===="
PURCHASE OFANY II
SIZE FROZEN IIYOGURT
ROSSINS
111 BROADWAY AVE.
SUITE 129
BOISE, IDAHO 83702
Plaslilwil---,
\..tOP¥ tENtER')
L-- &BIIlIIJERV
STUDENTDISCOUNTSIII 5 CENT COPIESIII
EASYACCESS·-FREE PARKINGIII
PLASTICSPIRALBINDING IN 23 EXCITING
COLORSIII
RET~L(208)345·1113..~
j
CHURCH mSTORY
IN
PLAIN LANGUAGE
CHURCH mSTORY I COURSE #2713 2 CREDITS
TUESDAYS . 7-9 PM
SEPTEMBER 11- DECEMBER 18
You have all the classes for your major. Now how about a class for Iml!Come join US on
Tuesday evenings to examine nearly 2000 years of Christian history. The class is accredited
through Oklahoma Christian University, and it is a tWo credit class. The instructor is John
Greenlee, who holds the M.A. and M.s. in Religion from Pepperdine University. The course fee
is $25.00. All are welcome to this interesting and informative class.
For more information, call375-3300
'1'aKi- time for 1Ji6fuafStuaus tftis ~af(
.:t
4t);;> }
i
-_. _.__ ...--_.,,~-_._------_.-
HELP IS AVAILABLEI
Are you preparing to take the GRE or the
GMAT?
Preparation Courses through BSUContinuing Education can help
maximize your test scores. .
ENROLLTOOAY- Ubrary Room 217
or call 385-4092 or 385-1709* CONVENIENT BSU LOCATIONI* QUALIFIED BSU INSTRUCTORSI* EXCELLENT ORIGINAL TEXTI
(based on most recent test)* COMPETITIVELY PRICED
SAVE $50 BY ENROLLING EARLYI
cOst: $225 (or $1751f you enroll 15 days before first class)
, For OCT. 13 GRE Test:
Saturdays, SEPT. 15-Oct. 6-9:00-5:00
For OCT. 20 GMAT Test:
Saturdays, SEPT. 22-Oct. 13--9:00-5:00
BSUCONTINUING
EDUCATION
-....--_.__ ._-_._ .._-._-_._----_. _._--,,--_ ..-.........._---~..-._~..._--------~----
Jaunt to see
Mandela brings
inspiration
ASBSU executives and U,
News staff join 83;000 at
Oakland Coliseum
By Lany Purviance
The UnIversity News
•• For South African blacks, imprisonment is synonomous with
torture. Americans should be alerted to thefacttha: when Mandela was
released from prison for "bladder problems, it is Africaaner code for
whipping someone with a rubber hose until their kidneysfaiL .::"
- exerpted from a letter written by a South African dissident.
July, 1990.
The Nevada freeway between Winnemucca and Reno is one
of those deli~htful spots that incite promiscuous lawbreaking.
We re on One of those hastily-arranged trips with doubtful
last-minute tickets organized by ASBSU President Eric Love and Vice
President Terri Kennon.
Even at 100 miles an hour, Tamara's turbo Saab is as secure
and serene as a brick doghouse; one of those supremely safe Swedish
cars that give instant lie to the wailing and moanings of the Washington
D.C. safety-Nazi crowd. '
Regardless of the type of car, everyone gets into the act in
Nevada, and a State highway patrol Blazer screams past like we are in
reverse. When our hearts start beating again, we think about the irony
of American freedoms juxtaposed against the frolic of a trip to see the
newly-uncaged hero who has entranced major cities on a seven-day
tour of the U.S ..
"...most of the prophecies in South Africa nowadays center on
some sort of apocalyptic bloodbath when apartheidjina/ly col/apses.
Mandela , phoenix-like, is the unofficial Messiah after 27 years in
prison. Blacks and whites alike line the roads for a gli'!'!'se of his
entourage, many of them with hands held high in worshipfulobei-
sance .... :' ' ..
A cool breeze blows at the Q~land Coliseum, wonderfully
cleansing the city of 100 percent humidity. The air of expectancy sur-
rounding Mandela's visit suggests a cleansing of racial bitterness that
has agonized this rough-hewn industrial city for the past few years.
It is an event that is a capitalist's dream. Mandelais frank about
his reason for the tour; it is to raise millions for the African National
Congress. Many of the smaller street-side entrepreneurs are also frank
about their ambitions, and every concievable trinket and t-shirt are
available. Religious and political hucksters are busy hawking ideas, in '
strident socialist rags, on Larouchite billboards screaming poorly-
painted paranoid delusions, and those whose only method is shrill use
of the naturaI lung.
The stadium was packed two hours before Mandela is sched-
uled to arrive.
Rumors spread quickly that he was delayed, that fanatic right-
wing ex-patriots killed him in Kansas City, that he was too old and
feeble and ill to finish his tour. But the warm-up acts alone would put
this in the history books as Oakland's all-time greatest political rallies.
Johnny LeeHooker and Bonnie Raitt led off with some simple
bluesy duets. Harry Belafonte made an impassioned speech about the
difficulties of arranging the tour on such short notice; who would have
ever guessed Mandela would be freed after decades ina South African
hellhole? Sweet Honer In The Rock, Public Enemy, and a native
African traditional choir enchanled the 83,000 supporters.
In the stadium concourse, friendly - if one recalls that this is the
former home of the Oakland Raiders' - pandemonium was breaking
loose. Blacks and whites were dancing together in long serpentine lines,
native African dress was the "look" of the day.,
Mandela's long-term American supporters gave dramatic,
boilerplate speeches on the ignominy of the long struggle to free him.
U.S. Rep. Ron Dellums brought the crowd to their feet repeatedly with
exhortations to keep up the fight, saying that Mandela's freedom was
only a symbolic gesture before Apartheid "inevitably roasts in hell."
California Assembly Speaker Willie Brown was another crowd favor-
ite. He urged continued support for sanctions and divestment
A red and white Bell Jetranger as small as a man's hand
appeared on tIta' horizon, bringing the crowd to their feet for a sustained
ovation lasting more than haIf an hour until a ragged-looking Nelson
and Winnie Mandela finally appeared on stage.
It had the earmarks ofa historic international paradigm shift.
Winnie Mandela, joyously clinging to Nelson's arm like a
newlywed, made a few, gracious remarks of appreciation to the crowd.
Then the man who "templed the devil of apartheid" came to the
podium. .
In a voice husky with emotion and Africaanerdialect, he spoke
of the loneliness and pain that years of separation from his beloved
Winnie had created, He made a public apology to American Indian
activists for the shortness of his tour, but promised he would be back.
Many of the crowd wept as he promised them that he would
.never give up until South Africa was a true democracy and whites and
blacks together lived in harmony.
"I don't want black rule. I don't want white rule. I don'twant
coloured rule. I want freedom for every person on the continent," said
the 72 year-old Mandela. "I feel like an 18 year-old on his first date."
Mandela's remarks were short and to the point, emphasizing
the role that Americans had played in financing the ANC, that his
reputation of kowtowing to Castro and Khaddafi was caused by a
desperation forbelp from any source. "
. ,' '.' , ,
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The death' of a three-year old girl who had part of her brain blow
was said to be almost point-blank range while playing outside hi
September 1985 ...by police.
The Afrikaans poet and writer Breyten Breytenback, who marric
legally to South Africa with her because of,her race.
A total of about 600 out of more than 33,000 whites attended 'black' universities in 1984.
~
InCradock a IS-year-old boy was said to have been shot as he r:
12-year-old boy was reported to have been shot in his mother's
Apartheid has made South Africa what a government-supporting newspaper, Die Burger, called 'the polecat of the'
world'. The word itself means leteraIly 'apart-ness'. The policy has been given a variety of names: baasskap
('domination'), 'white leadership', 'separate development', 'paraIlel development', 'multi-national development',
and ...co-operative co-existence'. Its opponents, too, use a number of descriptions: 'institutional racism' is one
which is frequently employed.
The Minister of Law and Order, J.T. Kruger, told a 1977 Nation
died: 'His death leaves me cold.'
Racial stereotypes not on the dec
By DENNIS KELLY ...
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network .
WASHINGTON - A vast majority of white college students don't hold negative
views about blacks students, but a minority of them are trading in old
stereotypes of blacks for new negative perceptions, a researcher says.
White students picked many positive traits - intelligent and sportsmanlike
attitude amon~ them- but a growing minority also see blacks as sly, aggressive or arro-
gant, said SOCIologistLeonard Gordon, of Arizona State University.
Gordon told the American Sociological Association meeting here Tuesday that ,t---=--- 1
findings from his studies between 1986-1989 could help explain increasing .
racial tension on campuses.
Gordon said the vast majority of white students don't hold negative views
about black students. "Most students reject the hostile perceptions, and that
suggests programs designed to counter them such as racial and ethnic courses
and counseling can work," he said.
The results are based on a questionnaire that lists 84 general traits and
makes respondents pick those traits that they attribute to blacks.
Gordon said the questionnaire was used at Princeton University in the 1930s
and 19608. He used the same test for Arizona State in the 19608 and 1980s,
noting that the 19608 results were parallel and that Arizona's high number of
out-of-state students help give the findings nationwide validity •
lown out when she was shot by a rubber bullet at what
e her parents' house in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, in
rried a Vietnamese woman inParis, could not return
A community health worker estimated that 240 out of every 1,000 babies born in resettlement camps died before
their first birthday. The infant mortality rate for whites in Cape Town is 10 out of 1,000. .
re ran away from police. The boy died. In Uitenhage a
is front yard by police passing by in a bus.
Regarding mixed race copulation: Special Force Order 025N69 detailed the use of binoculars, tape recorders,
cameras and two-way radios to trap offenders. Italso spelled out how bedsheets should be felt for warmth and
examined for stains. Police were also reported to have examined the private parts of couples and taken people to
district surgeons for examination.
ional Party congress, on hearing that Steve Biko had
cline, merely being transformed
Some of the top 10 characteristics white students attributed to blacks
. reflect changing attitudes:
- In the 19305, white-chosen adjectives for blacks were dominated by
negatives: among them, superstitious, lazy and ignorant
- In the 19605, the list included those stereotypes, though in vastly
reduced numbers, and blacks also were seen as intelligent, sportsmanlike and
sensitive.
- In the 19805, new negative perceptions appeared in a minority of the
responses. Blacks were called sly by 15 percent, aggressive by 13 pereen.t, loud
by 11 percent and arrogant by 10 percent Eachpf those categones registered
, less than 1 percent in the 1960s surveys, Gordon said.
"It's a minority, but a significant minority and they're getting
increasingly vocal," said Gordon.
George Ayers, of the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, said the flDdings "don't surprise me at all. That's the kind of
mood (the nation) is in right now."
He said it does no good, however, to study or report on such issues, because
that only perpetuates stereotypes.
Gordon said it bothers him to have to convey negative perceptions in a
study "But it would bother me more not to because this clearly is a warning• . bell."
.. .
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By Cynthia Hutchinson
The University News
•
JUS-
I,you haw! come to help me.youare wasting your time. But i/you have
come because your liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work
together." - Lilla Watson
Oppression and liberation, the one suggests the other. To-
gether they are bound in an equation of human worth and dignity, the
balance shifting. towards oppression each time we choose not to
perceive someone else's humanity. Boise State's Dr. Jane Foraker-
Thompson spent last spring semester on a sabbatical in South Africa
witnessing fusthand the interplay between these two opposing forces.
When asked for her initial impressions of South Africa during
a recent interview, she quickly responded, "I was shocked to see how
ingrained, cold-blooded and calculated apartheid was; how it affected
every aspect of that society."
She then explained the divisions between the races and ethnic
groups.
"The whites consist mainly of peoples of Dutch and British
descent with the term Afrikaaners referring to the Dutch descended
whites. Coloureds refers to a classification th3t includes Asians, Indi-
ans, and people of mixed racial heritage. Finally, the blacks are the
original African tribespeople who have not intermarried."
The living conditions of the different groups coincides with
the degree to which they are discriminated against The whites. of
course having the most wealth and freedoms, live in the towns.
Coloureds have less freedoms and opportunities than whites, however
they are able to partake in more educational and job diversity than the
blacks. Foraker-Thompson described the black living conditions as
bleak.
"They have been legally forced to inhabit the most barren,
usuaIly arid lands on the outskirts of the white towns; remlaiscentofour
own country's idea of the Indian reservation."
"''Not only is the location devastating, but they have been
forced into a money exchange economy which maIces them dependent
on the whites and not the land for subsistence. "
"These townships have not only devastated the whole black
population, but they have been devastating to individual families as
well. The men are often forced to go far from home in search of work
and must remain separated from their families for long periods of time •"
According 10 Foraker-Thompson; "The types of jobs for
black men include mining, gardening, construction and working in
factories. Many of the women are employed as domestic servants in
white households."
Shifting the focus from oppression to the liberation side of the
equation, I asked her what was hopeful about the situation, Her
immediate reply came with a smile and a list
"The Anglican and Methodistchurches, the Quakers, the aca-
demicians, the ECC (End Conscription Campaign), and the SACC, a
South African church youth group have all been overtly and covertly
active for decades in opposing apartheid."
These groups work on a grass roots level, often spending time
within the black townships working to empower the people.
"I was awed to discover that approximately a quarter of the
people that 1 was socializing with had been detained at one time or
another for either being involved actively in anti-apartheid activities or
just being suspected by the secret police force," said Foraker-Th-
ompson. "Some of these people's lives have been permanently dam-
aged by this, others have been less affected.
"With Mandela's release came a widespread euphoria within
the black townships, a belief that their oppresssion had en!fed, that it
was over, "said Foraker-Thompson.
Elaborating further she added, "the euphoria dido 't last much
more than a week until it became apparent that nothing really had
changed except the easing of legal restrictions with regards to social-
izing with peoples of another race."
Because of this easing, she was able to view the American
documentary, "Eyes On The Prize" in mixed company one evening in
a church basement. She related that the blacks "were shocked to see
how cruelly the blacks in our country had been treated during the early
years of the civil rights movement, "but on the other hand it "pointed
to the fact that change is possible."
When asked why the situation in South Africa should concern
Americans, she answered the question personally at first. "I believe in
human rights and dignity for everyone, and that we should not exploit
our fellow human beings. Inherently no one wants to be denigrated, we
all want to be treated with respectand dignity. For some reason the rest
of the world looks to Americaasalightdespiteourglaring inadequacies
and falterings in our past, despite our trespasses against fellow human
beings, Democracy means human rights." Dr. Foraker-Thompson
returned in June with "eyes reopened to the racism in our own country,"
and with a poster that carried a message to the rest of us about our own
liberation.
Anyone interested in seeing slides of Foraker-Thompson's
trip may attend a presentation at The Ricks on Tuesday, October 9,
1990 at 7 p.m, There will be a $2.00 charge for adults and $1.00 for
students. The BSU library will have a display on South Africa for the
next few weeks.
.fJ.
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SPORTS
Give coaches tenure
, College coaches have life
made. Soanng salaries. Televi-
sion and sneaker company en-
dorsements. Free travel. Short
seasons. They shouldn't want
any additional perks, and very
few ask for any-but they do,
however, deserve more. More
precisely, coIlege coaches merit
tenure comparable to that of
college professors.
Arguments against such
acuon is strong and weIl in-
tended, but antagonists fail to
realize that coaches and profes-
sors share the stage aseducators,
thus only two options are avail-
able that can balance the scales.
Either provide coaches with
tenure Similar to today's univer-
sity professors, or heap the
coach's numerous responsibili-
ties and insecurities on teachers.
No more or less deserving than
any other professor, coaches too
utilizeaclassroom, though physi-
caUydifferenttheresuitsareusu-
aUy the same: .The maturation of
,ayoung manor woman. , '" ,'.
, Often overlooked by the
public, coaches face enormous
pressure both on and off cam-
pus, however, by transferring a
coach's duties to a professor, the
inequality between the two posi-
tions becomes obvious.
Give profs. new duties
Broncos down Weber, hi
BSU hopes to break road jinx vs:
~ lily "Looney •••
The University News
Eastem Washington Uni-
versity head coach DickZomes and
his Eagle squad will host the Boise
State Broncos September 15, at
Woodward Stadium in Cheney,
Wash., in what may prove to be one
of the season's greatest tests for
Boise State.
The Bronocs will be look-
ing to avenge two road losses in a
row with a win against EWU, a
team returning 16 starters; ten on
offense and six on defense. The
Eagles return leading contributors
senior Byron Boesel, punter; kicker
Jason Cromer, a junior; and Mark
Tennenson, sophomore quarter-
, back.
The players will be forced to
increase their concentration because
they may be looking past the Eagles
to their October 6 homecoming
showdown with the MOJlUIIlaGriz-
zlies.'
By lily Looney
The University News
Now in his fourth season
at Boise State, Assistant Head coach
John Gough is charging into his
first season at the helm of the
Bronco's scoring machine. Gough
now adds the title of offensive
coordinator to his resume after serv-
ing the past three seasons as defen-
sive coordinator.
Gough joined the Bronco
coaching staff in 1987 after coach-
ing at the University ofCalifomia at
Berkeley. There, Gough served
three years as assistant head coach,
was the offensive linecoach,served
as the coordinator of Cal-Berkeley' s
running game and was also the
T cOordinator of Berkeley's fall foot-
baIl camp.
Prior to joining the coach-
2-0
~s
Very few professors would
accept a teaching position if the
following unwritten obligations
and tasks were expected of them.
First and foremost the professor
would be expected to teach his
students expertly in many sub-
jects. For a coach these "sub-
jects" include handling report-
ers, conditioning, memorization
of thick playbooks and 'the pass-
ing of a coIlege curriculum. Ad-
ditionally, across the board a 100
percent graduation rate of the
instructor's students would be
;nice while not much less would
. be tolerated. The professors
would also be responsible for
the students' actions around the
clock. If a student gets arrested
foraDUI, the professor becomes
accountable and the media
quickly descends on and de-
mands answers from him. An>.:
trouble whatsoever by the pupil
(illegal or not), and the vultures
return demanding explanations
from the students' instructor.
Dealing with the press is a sepa-
rate art form in which the profes-
sor must become adept
What makes the
professor's new position even
more fragile, is the repercussions
he feels should the student via-
lateanyrules. Harshcriticismof
his poor discipline appears in
,print before he even knows the
truth behind wftathappened. The
teacher also has just threelears
to transform' his group 0 stu-
dents into model academic whiz-
zes,including winners of debate,
essays and research competi-
Head coach Skip Hall leads his Bronco team into what he hopes will be a
championship season.
ing staff at Califomia in 1984,
Gough was an assistant coach at
Oregon State University for four
years. He was the Beaver's offen-
sive line coach for three years be-
fore becoming the offensive coor-
dinator in 1983.
Gough and head coach
Skip Hall's coaching relationship
goes back to 1970 when they were
both graduate assistants at the Uni-
versity of Colorado. Gough reo
mained on the Buffalo coaching
staff one more season before mov-
ing to Wyandotte High School in
Kansas City. , "
After one year of high
school coaching, Gough returned to
the college scene in 1973. During
seven years at Colorado State Uni-
versity, Gough was the offensive
line coach and added the offensive
coordinator title in 1978. ..,
Gough attended Skyline
High Schoolin Salt Lake City ,Utah,
prior to becoming a three sport let-
ter winner at Occidental College in
Los Angeles, where he also earned
NAJA All-American honors as an
offensive guard. He received his
bachelor's degree from Occidental
University in 1970 and his masters
from the University of Cotorado in
1972. " "
Coach Gough brings ex-
perience and commitment to a bal-
anced Bronco coaching staff. "I've
been around the block, "Gough said.
He also added, ''We put everything
we can into getting our players to
perform,our jobs depend on it"
Gough accepted the coaching posi-
tion at Boise State Because of two
things, "the Bronco's commitment
to winning and Skip HaIl." When
asked what hisgoals were as acoach,
Gou~h said it alI in two words ..."to
win!
, New offensive coordinator has been around the block
ontinued on page 15
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Volleyball team goes 2-2 in Labor Day Tournament
Broncos down Michigan but fall to #20 Oregon; ST.··Mary's Invitation next
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By Wendi McCutchen
The University News
over the Wolverines three games to Cherniss are familiar with each
two. other, since Chemiss coached Idaho
BSU's 'first game of the day State in their Conference champi-
against the Nationally ranked : onship years of 1986 and 1987.
Ducks, proved challenging for the Once again coach Phermerhopes to
inexpenenced Broncos as they fell play most of her roster in the tour-
15·9, 16-4, 13-15 and 15-6. The namentthatincludesClemson,San
Broncos made a comeback on Sat- 'Francisco and BYU-Hawaii.
urday defeating. Utah State and
ended the tournament with a 2·2
record including a loss in the finale
to SL Mary's.
The 2-2 record leaves Coach
Phanner hopeful heading into the
SLMary's Invitational Tournament
on the weekend of Sept. 7-8. Coach
Phanner and SL Mary's coach Jim
Boise State's spirited netplay
helped the women's volleyball team
win two close matches, but their
power play was thwarted by the
20th ranked University ofOregon
In the squad's victory over
the University of Michigan, senior
middle blocker Christine Johnson
led the Broncos with 18 kills, along
with the 17 kills by sophomore Tina
Harris. Yvette Ybarra's solid de-
fensiveplay stabilized the Broncos,
enabling them topuU off the victory
Upcoming BSU Home Garnes
Sept. 12 Bast, Montana College
Sept. 21 Montana '
Sept. 22 Montana State
Sept. 27 Weber State
Hard hitting Broncos from left: Tina Harris, Christine
Johnson and YvetteYbara
BSU team stats and individual leaders
Team Individual
Hitting Percentage .221 Tina Harris .362
Kristen Dutto .323
Kill Average 16.94 Tina Harris 3.81
Yvette Ybarra 3.65
Ace Average 2.41 Chris Bond .65
Heather Wilson .57
Block Average 2.47 Christine Johnson 1.41
Kristen Dutto .75
Dig Average 15.29 Yvette Ybarra 3.88
J
This year, before you head into the back country, make sure no one has to come hunting for you. Bring your car, truck or recreational vehicle into Minit-Lube"
and in a matter of minutes we'll change your oil with Quaker State~ one tough motor oil,lube the chassis, check your vital engine fluids and inflate your tires. And there's no
additional charge for 4x4's. Minit-Lube. This hunting season, we're the first thing you should track down.
SolIe people want to dwIp die worN. We jut want to dwIp JOIII' DE"
We fill your car with Quaker State, one tough motor oil at these Iocations:
BOISE 5007 Overland (across from Hillcrest Plaza) 343-8202
8018 Fairview 375-7010
Broadway & Park Center Blvd. 336-8071 "$ii'
36th & State 344-8824 ! ~
NAMPA 1130 Caldwell (across from Karcher Mall) 467-7310 \ " __ Ill§
--+-f-I-.lm0o'u~~./~ -$- -$- -$- -$- -$- -$- -$- -$-
ie
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CILib sports seeking players
Bv Pat Gray
The UnitJersity News
parties-sexperienced or not are
welcome to try out for ihe team.
Any queStions call Ted Arellano at
853-5821.
The BSU Fencing Club
hopes for another exciting season,
beginning with a Sept, 10duel. The .
club's important road trips include
travels to Salt Lake City and Provo,
Utah. The club is looking for new
members, and anyone with fencing
experience or who has completed
the fencing class is welcome to join.
PleasecontaetShawn Daniel at 375-
1064.
One of BSU's oldest
clubs-the Soccer Club-is still
seeking players. The club's season
begins on Sept. 7, and they will
complete throughout the season
against other intercollegiate squads.
Any interested parties please call
Sean Jones at 384-5576 or drop by
their practice field behind the Stu-
dent Union Building.
.'
Three ofBoise State's fall
sports clubs are setting lofty goals
and gearing up for their respective
seasons. The Rugby Club, Fencing
Club and Soccer Club all compete
with other universities both in Boise
and on the road, and all three face
difficult fall schedules.
The Rugby Oub kicks off
its 1990 season on Sept. 8, in
Pocatello against the Idaho State
Bengals. The club's rust home
game is Sept 15 against the Snake
River Club, while on Sept 29·30
the hide carriers will participate in
the Park City, Utah tournament.
The club meets every
Tuesday and Thursday at 6:00 p.m.
on the field behind the Student
Union Building, and spectators are
welcome. The Rugby Club's ros-
ters are not set and all interested
8-206 BUSINESSBUILDING
IBM and HP3000MaInframe
7:00 a.m. to 10:00p.m.
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 prn,
1:00 p.m. to 9:00 prn,
8-208 (385-1201) BUSINESSBUILDING
8-210 OPENWHENCLASSESARENOT IN SESSION
IBMPC',
Wordstar. Lotus. and Laser PrInter
7;00 a.m. to 10:00 p.~.
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.i'h.
9;00 ern, to 9:00 p.m.
&417 (385-1n6) EDUCATIONBUILDING
IBMPC's.Macintosh and Mainframes
DOS.Wrftlng Assistant. Word Perfect. and Misc. Apple SoNware
7:30 a.m. to Midnight
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 prn,
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
1:00p.m. to 10:30p.m.
SN-149 SCIENCE/NURSINGBUILDING
AT&T PC's
DOS.Writing Asslstant. WordPerfect
8:30 a.m.-11:3O a.m .• 12:40p.m.-5:OOp.m .. 6:00 p.m.-10:oo p.rn.
CLOSED
8:30 a.m.-11:3O a. m .. 1:00p.m.-4:OOp.m .. 6:oop.m.-10:00 p.m,
6:p.m.-10:oo p.m.
8:30 a.m.-11:3O ern .. 12:40p.m.-5:oo p.m. .
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
E-419 EDUCATIONBUILDING
IBMPC·s.Macintosh. Apple lie
7:30 a.m.~9:3Oa.m .. 10:30 a.m.-12:3O prn., 4:00 p.m,-Mldnlte
7:30 a.m.';(}:15 a.m .• 12:00 a.m.-1:3O p.m .. 3:00 p.m.-MIci1lte
7:30 a.m.-9:3O a.m .. 10:30 a.m.-12:3O p.m .. 4:00 p,m.-Mldnlte
7:30 a.m.-9:15 a.m .• 12:00 a.m.-1:3O p.m .. 3:00 p,m.-MIci1lte
7:30 a.m ..;(}:3Oa.m.. 10:30 a.m.-5:OQp.m.
9:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m.
1:00p.m.-10:3O p.m.
C-1l4 COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING
Telex Mainframe terminals
10:30a.m.-12:OOnoon. 1:30p.m.';(}:OOp.m.
10:30a.m.-12:oo noon
LA-202 UBERALARTSBUILDING
IBM PC's
OPENS: TUESDAV.SEPT.4. 1990
10:40a.m.-11:3O a.m .. 1:30p.m.-10:00 p.m.
3:OOp.m.-7:00 p.rn.
10:40a.m.-11:3O c.rn., 1:30p.m.-10:OOp.m.
3:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. .
10:40a.m.-11:3O a.m .. 1:30p.m.-4:3O p.m.
10:00p.m.-4:oo p.m.
CLOSED
T8-212 COLLEGEOF TECHNOLOGV BUILDING~2~ ~
. 5:00 p.m.-10:OOp.m.
9:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m.
Noon-l0:oo p.m.
T-221 TECHNICALBUILDING
11:40 a.m .-12:30 p.m .. 3: 15p.m.-5: 15 p.m.
V-203 VOCATIONAL BUILDING
2:30 p.m.-6:oo p.m.
CANYON COUNTY <'
Noon-1:00 p.m.
MONDAV THRUTHURSDAV
FRIDAV
SATURDAV
. SUNDAY
~, .MONDAV THRUTHURSDAV
FRIDAV
SATURDAV& SUNDAY
BSU putters
take to
greens at
Red Jacoby
Invitational
MONDAV THRUTHURSDAV
FRIDAV
SATURDAV
SUNDAY
MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.
MON.
TUES.
WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.
TUESDAV
THURSDAV
MONDAV
TUESDAV
WEDNESDAV
THURSDAV
FRIDAV
SATURDAV
SUNDAY
MONDAVTHRU FRIDAV
SATURDAV
SUNDAY
MONDAVTHRU FRIDAV
MONDAVTHRU FRIDAV
MONDAVTHRUFRIDAV
ByG~Knight
The University News
The 1990 edition of BSU
golf tees off their fall season today
(Sept. 10)· at the talent filled Red
Jacoby Invitational Tournament in
Laramie, Wyo.
"This is a good rust tour-
nament for us," said Coach Bob
Campbell, "we are familiar with
three of the toughest teams, and the
others provide us with a necessary
mix of unknown squads." Coach
announced that Andy Swenson,
DavidPeterson and Jim Brown head
the five-man travelling squad, but
that anyone of four golfers will fill
the remaining two spots depending
on their weekly play. Those four
are John Herendeen, MarkRhoades,
Don Shepp and Todd Huzingua.
At last years meet only
Colorado and Wyoming shot lower
than the third place Broncos and
coach Campbell cited them as fa-
vorites once again. Other teams in
the tournament include Hawaii,
Memphis'State/lUtah, Utah State,
Wichita State, Colorado State,
Southern Utah State, Southern
Colorado and Air Force.
The Broncos will compete
in three more tournaments this fall
before beginning next spring' sdrive
towards the NCAA regional and
national meets. The remaining fall
meets are the Wolfpack Invite in
Reno on SepL 3o-OcL 2, the Falcon
Invite lit the U.S. Air Force Acad-
"emy in Colorado Springs, and the
Far West Classic at Southern Utah
State.
~I
/
'Men's sports
wants
You!
.. All cross country skiers,
tri-athletes and road runners.
TheBSU men's track and field
team is looking for dedicated
and talented runners to com-
pete on BSU's indoor and out-
. doortraekandfield teams next
semester. Anyone interested
should contact Ed Jacoby or
Randy Mayo immediately at
385-3647. Boise State's track
team finishes at or near the
top of the Big Sky Confer-
ence. every year, and the up-
, commg season should see the
Broncos fighting for a cham-
pionship.
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Eastern Washington is reknowned as the scariest spoiler in the Big Sky.
Will the defensive talents of Erik Helgeson (46)and Todd Gilkey (91) be
enough to prevent any surprises? Find out next Saturday. .
Greg's College Football Picks' .
Games of Saturday, Sept. 15
Overall season record 5-3
Winner
Boise State
Oregon
Montana
Nevada
Idaho St.
MontanaSt
B.Y.U.
Michigan
U.C.LA
17
24
31
28
21
20
3528
21
Loser
Eastern Wash. 14
Idaho 14
Thomas More 10
Cal.St. Sacramento 14
WeberSt 17
West Illinois 10
Wash. St 17
Notre Dame 27
Stanford 14
This week's picks include some
tough choices. The only reason
Michigan is favored is their home
field advantage. This game is the
season opener for both squads.
B.Y.U. should roll over Wash. St,
in Provo, while U.CL.A. should
slide by Stanford. The Broncos
could have trouble up in Cheney,
but their defense should keep them
in the game.
Northern Arizona has a bye this week.
This could have been a 7-1
week were itnot forMontana's upset
of Oregon State and Idaho's poor
play. Montana's performance en-
hanced their high ranking, while
Idaho may be less talented than 1
thought ldid,however,completely
miss theWeber State-So. Utah State
game. The Wildcats had little diffi-
culty handling their division II
opponent
,Dealing with the press is
a separate art form ... '
Coaches from page 12
tions. Failure to do So and the profes-
sor is rued. Period. Furthermore,
should any student discipline prob-
lems arise, ie. poor classroom behav-
ior or off campus shenanigans, that
too could result in the professor' sdis-
missal(Remember-notenure). This
job description may sound unforgiv-
ing but unfortunately coaches deal
with it every daf' and the nearest they
can approach Job security is what
they read about in the newspapers.
Given tenure, a coach could better on
focus on the individuals he leads and
ATTENTION BOISE STATE!
-Several student government positions are now
open, These are PAID positions: .~
*PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
*JUSTICE POSITION
*GRADUATE SENATOR
~.,-=*SENATOR AT-LARGE
'<;
r~!!Ia*AND MORE ...
ALSO: SEVERAL COMMITTEE POSITIONS ARE NOW OPEN
APPLY AT THE ASBSU OFFICES TODAY IN THE STUDENT UNION
ANNEX.
remove the nagging emphasis
placed on winning at all costs.
Steps such as Proposition 48,
among others, have been installed _
in hopes of "cleaning up" college
athletics. And unfortunately when
hired by today's money hungry ,
college administrations (whether
administrators like to admit it or
not), coaches of all sports-c-male
orfemilJe, revenue or otherwise--
realize their sole objective is
winning championships.
PARK
COIN LAUNDRY
1512 N.13TH
HYDE PARK
18 standard GEWashers
11 Large Dryers
fIJ§
1-251band 1- SOIb 4
Heavy duly washers
CARVAC AVAILABLEI
fREE PARKING IN BACK
1. WcUI,... •• 10.... lor........,
Z. woou,... •• 10 tot ,...r_
h.... ?
3. An,... ... ~
4. An,....IlIl"' .. ...........,
II,... -.d YEll10 .. "'''oIlM.,... .. ,... _ .. •........ Iorl,. c..,....,.
........ ,... .. bt 1or
pIodng .
y """""""'I0"'"
.................. Iortldl .....
• Am,"lctn ~ FoN, .....
lHnnIlr. ThIn .. no .......~"'CIIlf""'''IlII.'''''''''1IlIaIIan. For_InIaanoIaII .... II'_ .11.. ,."..,."",,""=
AMERICAN PASSA8E
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Broncos rush by Stephen F.Austin 14-10 in opener
TheUniversityNews
The Bronco's offensive line may prove to be the key
to a succesful season.
'"
p Broncos take charge in victor
1st quarter: The Broncos came ""'.-:'!~=-~~"="!"ft:':
out the agressorearly in the contest.
as Erik Helgeson and Shan Ander-
son combined efforts on a quarter-
back sack. Player of the game,
Chris Thomas, powered ina 2-yard
1D run with 2:48 to go.
2nd quarter: With 2:26 left in the
quarter, Mike Black made good on
a 2 I-yard goal while the Wildcat's
remained scoreless in the half.
3rd quarter: The Bronco's de-
fense held strong. Winky White
raced 35 yards to the endzone on a
pass from Virden, making the score
17-0. '. .
4tbquarter: TheCat's scored their
first seven on a I-yard punch to tee
endzone. An 8-yard toss fro:n
WSU's Jamie Martin to running
back George Jackson brought tl:e
Wildcats within three. With 28
-seconds left in the game Tim
O'Conner intercepted a WSU pass
and sprinted25 yards totheendzone.
The fmal score was Boise 24, Weber
]4.
1st ql!8rter: SFA drove the
length pf the field and scored a
touchdown as Reno Moore found
the end zone on a 21-yard run.
BSU's defense then began their
domination that would last the du-
ration of the game. .
2nd quarter: A scoreless
quarter. Anthony Brown partially
blocked a field goal and started
BSU's interception parade.
\ • 3rd quarter: SFA kicked a
26-yard field goal and took a 10-0
lead before Boise State's offense
got on track. Chris Thomas scored
the Broncos' first touchdown of the
year on an five-yard dash. The de-
fensive line increased their pres-
sure on SFA's quarterback.
4tb quarter: Ban Hull's
slashing 2o-yardrun put BSUahead
for good. Anchored by Shawn
Anderson and Erik Helgeson, the
defensive frontrushedSFA'squar-
terback into overthrows and inter-
ceptions, and a victory was in the Bronco defenders team up against SFA's ball car-
Broncos' hands. rier.
.\
Wide Receiver Winky White (1) goes head to
head with Weber State's Dave Costantino (6).
":: ------.......... --,;.;";,--~;",;,,,,;;.;~;,;;;;,;,;;;;;,;,;;.~_ .....
•• •• e••
•
..
,.
for Union Street Cafe
•. - •• •• • • •• • ••
over Weber
Strong safety Tim Langhans (40) picks up 20
yards. .
PICK UP
THE PHONE •••
and earn extra money this fall by calling BSU
alumni nationwide a couple of nights a week
as a member of the
Phonathon '90 tele-
marketing team. If
you' are currently
enrolled and have
good communication
skills we want you!!!
Callers earn:
• $5 per hour
• paid training
• marketable skills
• future references
• new friends
• other "perks"
honathon '90 will be conducted on campus from
-9:30 p.m. Monday-Thursdays in October. Interested?
o~tact Kim. Philipps, BSUDevelopment Office, Edu-
tion Buddmg Room 707, 385-3276 immediately .
BSU WANTS YOU!
-..
-
..
...
'or.
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University News
()
LI Fe. ''''Hf~~
YOUR WORKING-DAV EMOTION CHECKLIST
\ .
~ .".....
SINGLE SUCES by Peter KohIsl!l8t
f.> e rrepQTe 4\ Li ~~~ ... I
W6.S 'oo'(~ to be 'NdJ.
I
Bob Wiburt. CPA. showing mid-life crisis
early-warning signs.
THE OUIGMANS by Buddy Hickerson
1 /
Read the University News,
or don't read anything at
all.
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU SLEEP
I'LL SHOW YOU sown
Earnup to $1000 in oneweek
for your campusorganization.
Plus a chance at
$5000 morel
This program works!
~oinvestment needed.
can 1-800-932-0528 Ed, SO
We don't expect you
endanger your own life
to save an Injured
animal on a busy street. ••
But there Is plenty you can do •••
The Humane Society of the U.S. suggests you: 11
SLOW DOWN as much as you can safely ~
and turn on your emergency flashers. ]
This will a~ert other drivers to be cautious..:: _
Phone EXIT from the road as soon as you can and
go to the nearest telephone. Call your local
animal agency at the number below. Give as
exact a location for the animal. as you can,
be sure to mention any helpful landmark.
RETURN to the animal if you can do so
safely until help arrives.
REMOVE the animal from the road
if it is safe to do so. You can do
this by sliding a blanket or several
. layers of newspaper under it and
gently carrying it. You can calm
~
. th animal by lightly cov.ering itS. head.
/. . Idaho Humane Society,"Inc.
. . 4833 Donnan Street'\ '1 Boise, Idaho 83705
• . 342-3508 .
If You Do A Little We Can Do A LotI
University News
<>
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FOR SALE
1975 Plymouth Valiant 4-dv.
RUNS GOOD, 6 cyclinder
CALL CHRIS 336-7492.
FOR SALE
Honda ELITE 150, 3 months
old. PERFECTCONDITION
$1500 ..
198~ Mitsubishi Precis LS,
still under warranty.
SPOnESS $6150 MUST
SELL BOTH ASAP.
375-3245.
Is it true Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. gov't? CALL FOR
THE FACTSlIl 504-649-
5745 ext. S-1429
FOR SALE
Big wool carpet with padding
for famlly-room(or living-
room) Beige. Good condi-
tion. $100 Please call
345-1471 afternoon, eve-
nina, or weekends.
MUST SACRiFICE
Ricoh XR-1 0 35mmSLR with
Motor Drive Accessory. Full-
Info View-finder, Full Per-
formance Automatic with
Manual Override, 1/1000th
16 sec. Shutter speed, +1-2
stops Exposure Compensa-
tion, Self Timer, K-Mount
Lens System Interchanges
with Pentax and Chinon .
.$160.00. Kiron 70·210mm
Zoom Lens +4.5, Macro 1:4
K-Mount for Ricoh, Pentax
and Chinon $110.00. Call
Mark@343-1416.
HELP WANTED
Eam $300 to $500 per week
Reading Books at home.
Call 1-615-668-2250
ext B568.
College Astrology By Joyce Jillson
Monday begins with a strong new won't be as difficult this year, yeu 've perwork has a tendency to get ost
moon in Leo. This is a fine time for met some mental challenges in the with retrograde Mercury. The week-
beginning original work of an intel- past year, breaking down the barriers end, especially Sunday, is perfect for
lectual nature.lfyou'redesigning the you'd built against such SUbjects. It's a first date with someone you've had
tenn's cuniculum Monday or Tues- easier to be organized this term, too. youreyeon.You have to be careful of
day. be resourceful. You can have With your fears and self-doubts jealous tendencies; don't jump to
what you want Afterone ortwo class largely out of the way, you Can freely conclusions if someone is late call-
meetings you might want to make pursueyourgoals.lfyou·renothappy ing.
changes; go for it, it will be wonh the with your love life, go back to step LEO (July 13-August 22). Take
trouble. one and think about how you present a look in the minor. Now's the time
The eclipse of the moon and yourself. By the weekend, the drudg- to get started on any image changes '"
Mercury on Wednesday accelerates ery should be under control. Daytime you'd like to make. The next few
the rate of natural entropy - you just dates with someone as much a friend weeks are just right for a sensible
have to relax and let a few balls drop. as a lover will be wonderful. weight-loss program, if needed. You
Get in touch with last term's room- GEMINI (May 21-June 21). At may have a little extra frustration in
mate or study partner Wednesday least one invitation to mix with a new getting settled into living quarters;
evening. Wish a Virgo happy birth- crowd comes this week. You're en- fumishingsandothersuchdetailswith
day Thursday, when the sun emers tering a time of busy fun, with lots of landlords can take extra time and
this sector. You should prepare to .running from place to place - your effort. You enjoy meeting new people
buckle down as Mercury goes retro- favorite thing. Retrograde Mercury Wednesday through Friday; You'll
grade on Saturday. Allow more study in Virgo as of Saturday will slow you be glad to receive invitations to gath-
hours in the' next few weeks. down a bit; there are bound to be eringsthis weekend, but you might
ARIES (March 21-AprilI9). A restrictions or confusions. Jealousy miss a visit from someone important
job is available, and the feeling orin- from a woman might playa pan in Saturday. Get settled at home on
dependence it brings is very irnpor- these little troubles. but you're hav- Sunday,
tant. Bookstores and health clubs are ing such a great time that you hardly VIRGO (Aug. 23-SepL 22). Put-
favored hangouts. Keeping physically notice. The romance of your dreams ling the past behind you will take a
fit is the key element in relaxation could happen this weekend. It will few weeks, after which you're ready d
and "attitude management." You take awhile to get this relationship totackletheschoolyearahead.Retro- .
have a little conflict between what going, but be patient and it will work grade Mercury after Saturday helps
you feel like doing and what you feel out to be the best you've known. you be thorough in setting up systems
you should do. Friendships with CANCER (June 22-July 22). It's and getting organized. You might not
Saginarians and Aquarians are very time to set yOUtpriorities. What means feel much like socializing this week.
helpful. New love possibilities are on the most to you now? Those living in This is the time for reflecting, and
your mind; you meet a very interest- new quarters this term will find the getting in touch with your own inner
ing Leo or Gemini. Keep it low key change is just what's needed. Practi- voice. There's plenty of time for
this weekend, though feelings run cal plans for carrying out your crea- mixing with the crowd later, so don't
high. A money maner may need tak- tive ideas are exciting. Prepare for worry about it The weekend requires
ing care of. some mixups, in the mail and on the a little patience. Crossed signals cause
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). A phone the next few weeks; it's noth- plans to change or fall through. These
Cancerian will be very important to ing serious but pull copies of any adjustments can be part of the fun.
you this term. Technical subjects assignments you hand in. because pa- though, so get out and mix .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LI!RA (SeeL 23-OcL ~). the best possible start Monday. Any and romance. Luck iuiropPortunity
Gatherings at the donn are wann last-minute registration tasks go for growth come through learning ID
and welcoming on Monday and better than you had hoped, as your use a more personal touch in rela- ~
Tuesday. The eclipse of the moon lucky streak puts you in line for the tionships. Enlist needed suppon for
and Mercury on Wc:dnesday means good breaks. People you meet the moving or other plans on Monday
changes in relationships, perhaps you first two days of the week can be- and Tuesday. In-depth studies will
finally straighten out a misunder- come.very important friends. Be pa- be favored the next few weeks, while
standing with a particularly impor- tient with unexpected changesat your Mercury is retrograde, On Thursday
tant longtime friend. Or perhaps an residence; it will work out in your and Friday, ask the advice of those
old jealousy or two is put ID rest at favor. OnThursdaynews from home who understand your ambitions. Re-
last. You can find just the right place reminds you of the need to be thrifty. pairs at home call for everyone pitch- •
to live this term, probably with the The weekend is private. Take time ing in to get them done cheaply. A
help of friends. A job opportunity to get completely settled; plan a study woman needs your help with an
may come along this weekend. schedule. Socializing can wait until emotional problem. Many invitations
You're determined to have what you the important basics are in place. come for the weekend, but you.
want, one way or another. Valuable Take time out for love on Sunday, choose to spend it with those who'll
tips from those you've been kind to however. talk career.
in the past help make this a time CAPRICORN (Dec. 13-Jan. PISCES (Feb.19.March 20).
when dreams can come true. 19). The new moon brings good Following the developmental road '"
SCORPIO (OcL 24-Nov. 21). news ID those who've been worry- will be the way to happiness this
Your ambitions are renewed with ing about finances. Faith in yourself term. Keep a solid study schedule,
the new moon. A professor or coun- is the key all this week -the planets improve health habits, follow dorm
seloradmires yourdetenninationand favor self-motivated action. The rules - it sounds silly, but1~piter is
takes you under his wing. Keep in three-week retrograde period for promising that you will enjoy prov-
mind that reputations mean a: lot Mercury gives you a chance to take ing to yourself that you can maste
now; roommates must be chosen stock of your college career. Clear these simple but difficult disciplines.
with care. Use restraint with those plans for the future emerge from .The rewards will be confidence and
you have to live with. How well you serious thinking you do now. Get a senseofreal power. A former love
did in past classes will detennine together with old friends this week- might give you a call while Mercury ..
. what your curriculum will be this end - not only will there be a warm is retrograde the next few weeks.
term. If makeup classes are neees- welcome for you, the gossip will be The weekend will bring new ideas,
sary, get them out of the way now. very interesting. On Sunday, you're introductions to people. Accept that
Very lmportant preparations for the reminded ofvery strong feelings for invitation from a classmate to join a
future are being made now. This someone you've been trying to for- new group fora Sunday get-together.
weekend, leave a little room for get A surprisingly cooperative
spontaneity; Someone a little older Aquarian makes a difference.
intrigues you. AQUARIUS (Jan. 2O-Feb.18).
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. The new moon in your partnership Cl990 TribuneMeda SeMceI.lnc.
22). The new moon Jtets you off to house emphasizes .close.fri.~dshiDS AllRighll Reserved...._--_ ..._-_ ......_......---------- ... ..,
HOMES FOR SALE OR Free kitten needs a home.' Looking for a fraternity, so-
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES. Abandoned, and I can't keep rority or student organization
Repossessed VA & HUD . G I t cut that would like to earn $500-
homes available from the it. ent e, swee ,e, $1000 for a one week on-
Irresistable. Grey tiger campus marketing project.
government starting from $1 stripe. I'll donate first sack Must be organized and hard-
wnhout credit checkl You of kitten food. 344-7545 working. Call Cynthia or
repair. Also Tax delinquent Jeanine at (800) 592-2121
foreclosures. ext. 120.
l;~:~:~~5~~~;~:po list In ;illlrl~lr.aerlat ~~I
HELP WANTED or travel
Christmas, Spring Break,
Summer travel FREE. Air
Couriers needed and crulse-
ship jobs. Call 1-805-682-
7555 ext. F-1434.
FOR SALE
Seized cars, trucks, boats, 4-
wheelers, motorhomes by FBI.
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. C-
1767. ..
VISA or MASTERCARDI
Establish credn quaranteed or
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY
BACKI Call 1-805-682-7555
ext. M-1289.
.~.-" ,"',....... ,. , .. :' .....-~.. ' .., , . - .,., .. ~, ..,~
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Hare Krishnas from page 1
necessary $1 million insurance
policy for serving food on campus.
With the assistance of President
Keiser'soffice the final details were
settled, including the decision to
give the food away and put out cans
for donations.
"They didn't want an airport
scene with us pestering people."
said Gupta. "There has been no so-
licitation. "
Much of the festival focuses on
Hare Krishna belief systems - rein-
carnation, karma. and tales from the
Bhagavad-Gita, one of the essential
religious books of India.
" Some university offices that dealt
with the group, including the physi-
cal plant and the vice president of
fmance and administration, were
not aware that the Hare Krishna
beliefs would be such an integral
part of the festival.
Gupta explained that the reli-
gion is a deeply ingrained aspect of
India and you can't have a show
without it. 'This is an institute of
higher learning, and we are able to
share our ancient wisdom with
people."
"Our purpose is not to. make
.dlsciples but to show the vastness of
ancient philosophy." Gupta said.
"our values are simple - no meat-
eating (or fish and eggs). no intoxi-
#i: cation. no gambling. and no illicit
sex. Who will disagree?"
Student response to the festival
varied. .
"You mean Hairless Krishnas?"
said Brent Miller. I think they'reall
fags and communists. Have you
tried the rice? Don'L"Many stu-
dents appreciated the chance to
sample another culture. "It's excit-
, ing to bring interesting groups in,"
said Kathleen Steams. "Lunch is
good." .
Wendy Chamberlain said she
was hassled as she went to class. "I
can 'tget to class on time. I tell them
I'm not interested and they won't
leave me alone."
., Most students commented that
giving other groups an opportunity
to speak is good, "as long as they
don't force it on people," as Scott
Johnson said.
"They're attracting a few
people," said Nial Bradshaw. "but
even a few people is too many. It' s
sad because it's hogwash."
Dave Brochier agreed. "De-
spite their professed good works.
I!i they still need the saving knowl-
edge of Christ. This is counterfeiL "
Social science from page 1
moving out this summer to the
ground floor of the Hemingway
Western Studies Center.
Criminal Justice Administra-
tion Chair Robert Marsh says he
came back to Boise State last year
partly because of the interest shown
by BSU in fmally making the crimi-
nal justice administration a sepa-
rate department,
"I prepared the documenta-
tion and went to the Board," said
Marsh, "the original plan was to
pull out criminal justice admini-
stration and then do anthropology a
year later. but they decided it would
be easier to do it all at once."
The new department designa-
tion gives anthropology an oppor-
tunity to expand. increase class
offerings and research. develop
relations with outside agencies and
have their own voice on university
committees. Plew said.
He pointed out that the depart-
ments. now divided. receive no more
budget than when they were grouped
together.
"We weren't able to get new
budget requests in because of tim-
ing ...·he said.
That makes it tough. especially
with the start-up and maintenance
costs of a new department. said
Plew.
All three new department heads
listed their greatest need to be addi-
tional faculty and support funds.
"In combined departments you
tend to measure yourself against
others. or to let others carry you.
said Plew, "now each member will
have to be more responsible for
research and their own input in the
department," .
According to Scheffer. at one
time, the three departments were
lumped together under the title
"Societal and Urban Studies" which
was nebulous.
Meanwhile. the criminal justice
administration had shifted depart-
ments from social sciences to busi-
ness toeconomics topublicadmini-
stration and fmally to societal and
urban studies. according to Marsh.
"The answer is simple." he said,
"we don't fit anywhere else be-
cause we belong in our own depart-
ment, It would have made sense to
divide us up a long time ago."
Criminal justice attracts the
largest number of majors of the
three departments - 245. compared
to 35 for anthropology and 64 for
sociology. according to Social Sci-
ences and Public Affairs Dean
Robert Sims. Sociology also takes
responsibility forsocial sciencesand
multi-ethnic studies majors. total-
ing 126 more. .
Marsh credits a lot of the growth
in criminal justice interest to the
. influence of television.
"Somebody's watching all those
cop shows." he said.
Although anthropologist and
sociologist shows have not boomed
in popularity. both heads of those
departments see a growing interest
in their programs. .
"We have the best undergradu-
ate program in the state.t'said Plew,
"we want to build on it and ulti-
mately develop a masters program."
He added that graduate studies will
facilitate research and promote more
growth.
Scheffer commented on a new
seven-year plan for his department,
which includes undergraduate and
masters degrees in Social and Ur-
ban Studies.
Marsh expects his program to
increase dramatically as they do
their own brochures and work as an
independentdepartment, Hedevel-
oped a proposed class for a univer-
sity core requirement called "Intro-
duction to Law and Justice." which
he hopes will be available next year.
Now all they need is some money.
Pigeons from page i
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county for security services during
the last fiscal year.
"We as a university are
not permitted to enact our own
ordinances. The officers enforce
only state law on campus," Hooten
said.
Stittsworth agreed. saying
"We (campus security) don't care
about city code."
State Senator Karl Brooks
(D-Boise) sponsored legislation to
allow the State Board of Education
to make policy for state campuses.
The bill would have made violators
of campus policy guilty of a misde-
meanor and eligible for criminal
prosecution. The bill passed the
Senate but failed to make it to the
floor of the House.
Other options for remov-
ing pigeons include trapping and
relocating. forms of poisoning and
blocking the nesting and roosting
areas.
Star Moxley. a Boise Wild-
life rehabilitator who specializes in
work with pigeons, said she has
done consulting with other depart-
ments and buildings on campus to
take care of pigeon problems.
"Relocating pigeons can
be very difficult. I usually recom-
end architectural changes to keep
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them out." Moxley said.
Moxley said she was not
contacted tohelp with pigeon prob-
lems in the stadium.
BSU Voice for Animals
spoIcespersonHeidi Kirkpatrick said
this type of policy shows that a
university-wide policy is necessary.
.. "Physical plant and main-
tenance people are not qualified to
make decisions regarding animals
on campus," Kirkpatrick said.
"They've proved their
incompetency in the past. and are
proving it again," Kirkpatrick said.
Kirkpatrick was referring
to the university's previous trap-
ping of squirrels on campus. The
squirrels were supposed to be relo-
cated, but were left to die on at least
one occasion. Kirkpatrick said.
"We will look into the
event and push for a university wide
policy. These decisions should not
be left to janitors. and should be
made known to the students."
Kirkpatrick said.
The Boise State officials
who reported the bird slaying and
auempted to put the garbage prob-
lem in perspective.
"They should come look
at the mess after a football game.
They don't go around shooting
humans," the official said.
was comfortable with the elective
status of sex education courses in
some school districts because it
gives the districts a chance to ex-
periment mid study. However. he
expressed hope that"the elective
status of sex educmion courses
would not remain permanent.
"Eventually I would like to see
every student in Idaho have some
form of sex education." He cited
the factofIdaho' s high teen preg-
nancy rate as an indication of the
need for sex education.
Sermon has opinionsona vari-
ety of other issues. He said he
would like to discuss the issues
ing from the insurance industry. with the public. In order to do that
Sermon said the insurance industry. he will be in the BSU parking lot
particularly health insurance. should at all of the Bronco football
be SUbject to some government games. To spothim easily he said,
regulation. "It'sa basic service that "I'll be the guy with the big gray
every citizen in the state should be Stetson."
able to afford." He said insurance Sermon is 25 years old. He has
companies should be treated like been studying at BSU "on and
public utilities. and they should be off' since 1984. He expects to
forced to justify rate hikes. " graduate in 1992 with a degree in
Pam Bengson is perhaps best secondary education with minors
known for her role as moderator at in history and communication. He
the abortion .hearings held at BSU was elected to two terms as presi-
tIrls spring. While praising her per- dent of Pi KappaDelta, served as
formance as moderator. Sermon advisor to three ASBSU Presi-
takes Bengson to task for not pro- dents. and was Captain of the
viding more leadership on the the 1989-1990 Northwest League
abortion issue. He said she has Champion Debate and Speech
mixed signals on abortion. Sermon team. He has been active in party
said she supported the pro-choice politics and wrote the Idaho
leadership in her party but showed Democratic party's platform on
no personal leadership. He believes drugs.
she was fearful of alienating the Sermon believes BSU students
pro-life leadership in the Republi- can greatly enhance his chances
can party. of a win this November. "If I'm
Sermon said he does not believe going to win, it's going to take a
government should be involved in massive turnout from the stu-
the abortion debate. He supports dents." He intends to challenge
vocal pro-choice leaders in the Bengson to a debate here on
Democratic party like State Senator campus, " ...so she can explain her
Karl Brooks. vote on the higher education
Sermon favors sex education for . budget,"
Idaho's children. He said that he
Mack Sermon runs for State Senate
"No Bull"
by Loren Petty
The University News
One of BSU's own is seeking
the ri~ht to represent District 20.
the district which encompasses
all ofBSU. in the general election
this November. BSU student
Mack Sermon hopes. to unseat
incumbent Representative Pam
Bengson.
Sermon said he can do a better
job of representing the interests of
BSU than Bengson has done. He
blasted Bengson for voting against
the higher education budget of
1989. A budget which would have
greatly benefited BSU. according
to Sermon. He said that BSU
currently has two good legislators
representing its interests. Karl
Brooks and Jim Hansen. He would
like to add himself to that short .
list.
Sermon believes BSU should
have more equitable funding with
U of I.He said there are several U
of I graduates in the legislature.
He did notknow if any BSU gradu-
ates were currently serving in the
legislature. "I want the best edu-
cational facilities possible at the
lowest cost to the students. " Ser-
mon said he is in favor of im-
provements to the university and-
against student fee increases.
Sermon expressed disgust over
his opponent's vote last year
against a bill which would have
made it more difficult for insur-
ance companies to refuse to pay
off on auto accident claims. He
said Bengson's campaign has re-
ceived a large portion of its fund-
This Phoenix: Earth
This week in This Phoenix: Earth we will continue with information that
was prepared by the President's Environmental Policy Committee. We
hope that you will continue to to be a positive force in the campaign to
improve our environment.
Pesticides BSU WILL: 1. Reduce the use of chemical pesticides. espe-
cially indoors. 2. Educate the campus community about proper methods
of food disposal to avoid attracting pests. 3. Reduce the need for pesticide
applications outdoors by the use of pest-resistant landscaping. 4. Ensure
proper protection for those people using pesticides on campus. 5. Elimi-
nate the use of carcinogenic pesticides.
Air Quality BSU WILL: 1.Reduce reliance on individual automobiles
. for commuting to and from campus by promoting use of mass transporta-
tion. bicycling and carpooling. 2. Explore the possibility of purchasing
vehicles for the campus fleet that use alternate fuels. such as propane and!
Or improving the performance of the current fleet 3. Determine the effec-
tiveness of our present indoor smoking policy and strengthen it if neces-
S8Ik 4. Develop programs aimed at minimizing pollutants from building
mai!tials.
Noise Pollution BSU WILL: 1. Evaluate the ways in which noise
pollution can be reduced on campus as well as in each classroom and
office building. 2. Schedule noisy activities such as lawn mowing. leaf
blowing. and construction to minimize or eliminate the impact on
university classes. 3. Reduce the disruptiveness of other sounds pro-
duced on campus.
Energy Use BSU WILL: 1. Incorporate energy efficient systems in
future buildings. 2. Improve existing building energy systems. 3.
Schedule buildings to efficiently use spaces during weekends and other
low-use periods.
Campus Environment BSU WILL: 1. Install boxes along BSU's
portion of the Greenbelt and on campus that can be used for nesting or
roosting by various species of birds and mammals. 2. Establish landscape
plantings that provide food (e. g .•berries or nectar) or other resources for
wildlife as well as enhance campus aesthetics. 3. Install seating/eating
areas which facilitate the use of outdoor areas on campus.
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